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INTHODUCTION
Reasons for the stud;z:
Every problem~situD.tion is part of gr owth, and if we
can inquire into the predicament or problem suf'ficiently, we
can expect our earlier frustrations to give way to a realistic
and tangible optimism in which He can conclude that any move-
ment in the life of the person (or group) is always directed
tiowar-ds health" Thus, the fever or festering sore is the
body's attempt to maintain healthe Thus too, the argument or
wrangle, t he outspoken disagreement 1-{ithin a group such as
the church can be viewed--not with alarm and pained dis-
appointment at non-Cr~istian attitudes, but rather as a part
of the process of spiritual growth occurring in the "beloved
community, the Church ..II
"vJhere two or three are gathered together in my name,
there am I in the midst of t hem" declared Jesus of Nazareth.l
Our Lord has called attention here to the divine element pre-
sent in every human assembly, especially that assembly, the
congregation of God's people. In other words, Jesus' life
and teachings speak directly to the polarity of the divine-
human elements vdthin the psyche. This polar tension may be
lMatt. 18 :20 ..
1
2seen as the constant struggle of ti~ psyche to maintain
equilibrium.
Mantoday cannot escape the impress of society upon his
every move. He has before hun two choices: (1) the human
choice of being in and of this iv-orld" or (2) the divine choice
of being in, but not of this world.. He has t he choice of con-
forming to society's approved patterns of dress, custom and
habit, or seeking to become a distinct individual, freed from
the pressure to conform to the 1.ush and will of those about
him..
The task of the Church is similar to that of the indi-
vidual in t.h.af she too is enjoined to nBe not conformed to
this world, II but transformed in purpose, effort and attitude.
The Christian faith confron ts each person with the
possibility of having one world while living in another Horld ..
The Christian minister finds that the individuals within the
church are not all alike nor are they all in harmonious agree-
ment as to the basic values of lii'e. Someare conforming to
society1s demands, some are asserting themselves as non-
conformists, while others are asserting themselves more posl-
tively by seeking to become more fully themselves as follol-Iers
of Christ ..
Viewed psycholOgically, perhaps it would be fairly
accurate to say that the minister serves: (1) the Dependent-
submiss ive vlno may be seen as those who do not want to struggle
with the divine-human tension, whowant to be released from
decision, from the possibility of error and so from judgment;
3(2) tr~ Rebel, or non-conformist for whomthis tension is an
anathema" a curse, who struggles to deny one end or the other
of the divine-human polarity--either all-out secular or
systematically caught up in a religion t hat rebels against the
fIe s h; and (J) the Disc iple s of our Lord who are seen to be
those who have found a balence in the divine-human elements
of their lives, who have come to accept the limitations of
their humanity and the limi tLess elements of the divine or
spiritual motive in their lives.
The minister soon finds that the Church is kaleidoscopic
in its nature. At one time it may be the quiet congregation
of' individuals seeking God's \0[ 111. Again, it may bet he crowd
demanding to be led, pleading '(:;0 be directed, to be told what
to do. It may even beCome a crowd crying: "Hosanna to the
one who comes in the Name of the Lord. U 'rhe minister may also
f:ind that the Beloved Community can become the angry crowd
ready to depose and crucify the leader who does not lead them
where Itthey" want to be led. This suggests that at times the
church. congregation becomes a crowd bent on its own purpose.
Elias Canetti vlrites of the crowd:
The most impor'tant OCC1..U'rencewithin the crowd is
the discharge. Before this the crowd does not
actually exist; it is the discharge which creates it.
This is the moment when all who belong to th~ crowd
get rid of their differences and feel equal.
While the minister may often find himself in the Wilder-
ness of Temptation or in the Garden of Gethsemane confronted
with his own human frailties, be will nevertheless find that
2Elias canetti, CrQ1;ldsand power (NewYork: The
Viking 'Press, 1962), p .. 17.
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the frailties of his people cannot be overlooked, and may
become the gr-Lsb for his mill as be seeks to unde r-st.and and
cope 't-Iiththe problems of the human family in the life of
his people.
1ihile sin is generally defined as that action or
attitude that separates man from God, it is my desire in
writing this paper that the minister might, come to look upon
the element of sin in the individual members of his flock as
a reflection of their position and direction in family rela-
tionships, and alsO as a part of their spiritual movement
towards healt h.
The concept of sin as employed here is a one-word
description of the individual's response to life experiences
as he seeks l'or self_fulfillment and spiritual awareness. This
means that the person who anesthetizes himself with drink is
protesting against an intolerable awareness of an experience
and for full spiritual awareness of his real self. This
suggests that man is continually seeking a larger concept of
God as the LOP~ or guiding principle of his life. The question
arises here as to i.Jberehe gets this concept. Both the
Christian Church and modern-day psychology point to man's
like a good mother.
God is like a father·,
And the child finds out alsot hat God is
childhood and hiS view of his parents.
like his teachers, and later like his boss, the ror-eman, and
other authorities in his life. He lookS forward hopefully to
an authority that will portray a Christlike concept of God ..
Each of these smaller gods he must gradually reI1.nquish.
Each has oaus ed him to be conscious of his limitations and
:5
weakn.esses" his failures and his gross and minor sins.. But
his suffering and anguish is not over the sins and errors
only, but ms-ybe perceived to be the growing pains of spiritual
pr-cgr-es s leading towards rebirth as be seeks to cope with his
experiences and maintains a posture of honoring (obedience
and reverence) his parents and parent-figures.. But he knows
that it 1s not enough to be obedient and reverent towar'ds his
parents and parent-figm~es for he too, will be a parent, and
be must be able to treat his children with the freedom and
equality his Mother sho1<Jeredupon him as a child. He must
be able to see adults fraternally as grown-up brothers and
sisters, no longer as necessary authorities. imd this is the
struggle 1.-111.ic11.must be resolved in order t ha t he might be a
productive and fulfilled person.
The aim of this study then is to view the church both
as a dynamiC co~nunity of individuals seeking to realize their
larger selves and also to see the church as a community-
entity with other group_entities surrounding it forming the
larger community freed of many burdensome destructions as:
Only together can men free ~hemselv~s from their
burdens of distru~ce; and th~s, prec~sely, is what
happens in a croliJd. Dur'ing t~ discharge distinc-
tions are thrown off and all f'eeL equal ... It .. But
tb.e moment of discharge, so desired and so happy,
contains its own danger. It is based on an illusion;
the people who suddenly feel~equal have not really
become equal; nor Nill they t eel equal ~orever. They
return to their separate hous es , they Lf,e down on
their own beds they keep their possessions and their
names. 11heyd~ not cast out their relations nor run
away from their families•3
6It is hoped that the insights derived from this sbudy
irIill not only t end to make "G he life of t be church mope
t r-anapar-errt Ly understan.d.able, but also enable the pastor and
church leaders to see their task with increased objectivity
'rb.e prime stimulus for this study has come from the
and patience, thus promoting a deeper appreciation of the
spiritual needs of' the people who make up the "beloved
commundty , It Christ I s church.
exper Lence of s er-vLng as a temporary supply pastor to a rural
church of 41 members. As a pastor l~re, I have noted that
the Sacrament of Holy Communion is not regarded as a rite that
binds the people into one f'ellowshlp. They regarded it with
Sundays.
reverence, but attendance was a.Lways smaller than on other
Recalling that Hobertson Smith (Religion of the
Semites)4 conceived of the primeval family establishing a
prototype of the Sacrament of Holy Communion, and tba t Freud
developed this account in his book, Totem and Taboo, it
struck me that the Sacramen·t; here was distorted, t hat; it was
being subverted to serve the human side of the psyche. Freud
and Robertson Smith seemed to say something more. In the
account of' the primeval family the brothers, after killing the
father, confess one to th.e other the enor-mf ty of their crime,
its purpose being to take the father's wives and daughters as
their own wives. 'I'o prevent; such a crime from ever happening
again they set up a sort of day of atonement in which they
------------------------------------------------------------------
4Sigmund Freud, Totem and Taboo, trans. James Strachey ..
(New York: \rJ. H. Norton and Company, Inc .., 1952), pp. 133-135.
7
sacrifice a Htotem animalll (representing the father) and
begin to inc.octrLnate their families, teaching them the two
great taboos, murder of one's parents and Lncesb , In the
sacrifice of this totem an lma.Leveryone pa r-bLc Lpaue s es-
pecially in the eating of its flesh after the sacrifice.
Thus t hey both acknOlrlledge their gull t , and profess obedience
and r-e ver-erice to too father (or parents) for all time. Orig-
inally the totem meal vIaS a sacrament to guard against incest
primarily, and against murder secondarily.5 A distortion of
the Lord t s Supper might in reali-ty point towards the church
as being incestuous in its a'tt.ernp t to find itself spiritually.
In applyillg this to the paw Paw Church people it
struck me as significant that these people while reverencing
the rite did not want to enter into it. This seemed to give
some sort of index into the depth of their own spiritual life ..
The myth of Oedipus Rex so closely parallels the myth
of t he primeval family, that I began to study Freud's theory
of the Oedipus Complex, and to inquire into the possibility
of using the Oedipus model as Freud developed it in order to
gain further insights into the beloved family, the Church.
In Freud t s theory of the Oedipus Complex he developS
the theme to show how the personality grows in the early
6
formative years from birth to about age seven.. His theory
was one Hhich progressively reduced everything t o the rudi-
mentary drives of the pleasure principle.. Somehovlthe insights
5Ib Ld, , pp.. 1~_1-143.
6~ick Mullahy, OedipUS, ]\1ythand Complex (NewYork:
Press, Inc., 1948), pp .. 25-64.Grove
8did not; come c lear enough , I read Patrick l'1ullahy's survey
on what various analysts were saying about the Oedipus myth.
Several of these analysts, Adler, Jung, Horney, and Sullivan
dealt with Freud's interpretation and modi.fied from there ..
Erich Frommdid something unique.7 He studied not only
the myth of Oedipus Rex, but also Oedipus at Colonus and
Antigone, seeing in them a trilogy. The viet-I he finally formu-
lated "JaS that the Oedipus myth represents the child in a
struggle between pr-inciples eriuncLat.e d by his mother (matri-
ar-chaL) and those later espoused by his father (patriarchal
principles) •
Fromm's description of the Oedipus myth with its
Hatriarchal-patriarchal continuu-m of principles operating in
the early life of t be child seemed tome to offer a suitable
model by which to study the daily life of' the church, espe-
Cially the clustering of relationships about a particular
incident, and arrive at a fairly well-articulated understand-
ing of its dynamics.
If the church were to
8
be viewed as a .family, t hen it
would be quite possible that the unresolved childhood fears,
anxieties and wishes vJould come to too surface from time to
time. There would certainly be a ttacbments to Mother by some
and att achment.s to Fat be r by others.. This would suggest that
some people emanated the Natriarchal principles, while others
7Erich Fromm, The Por5otten Lanrua~e (NewYot'k and
Toronto: Rinehart and Company, Inc., 95 J, pp. 201.1--205.
8Small Groups, ed. A.. Paul Hare, Edgar p. Borgatta~
and Robert P. Bales (NewYork: Alfred A.. Knopf, 1955), p .. 15.
9the Patriarchal. Still otl::Brs would manifest a happy blend
of this continuum of principles.
Inasmuch as the Oedipus lvryth is so operative both in
the family as Hell as in OedipuS himself, this study of the
church will be one of' viewing tbe church both as a family
group and as an entity (or individual) in a cormnunity of
group-entities.
The Design _£c:!' the studx
The rrhesis
It is the thesis of this paper that the Church possesses
traits which are characteristic of the human personality;
therefore, bel" spiritual movement can be understood and dealt
wj.th through the insights of the Oedipus Complex Theory ini-
tially described by Sigmund Freud in his discussion of per-
sonality development, and greatly elaborated upon by Erich
Fr-ommin his bcolc, ~ Forgotten Language.
supporting Hypotheses
1. 'I'he Church in her daily life and movement may be
viewed as possessing an inter ...relationship like that of a
family.
a. In a specific situation the inter-action can be
expected to involve those in the congregation,
teenagers and adults, who serve as parent-figures,
and also those who respond as children or sibling-
figures.
10
2. The Church takes on a sense of individuality in
which she manifests he r aeLf as a personality at a particular
stage of grovlth or maturity, and can be not only viewed .. but
also treated or related to as a personality.
a. Seen in this light" the Church may be viewed as a
group-entity in a comm.unity of' group-entities.
Basic Assumptions
1. 'I'he Oedipus Complex, while resolved with a degree
of maturity l~or each person, is continually operative and :in.
process of further resolution in his innnediate relationships.
'I'hd s suggests that the church body isto be viewed dyn.amd.caL'Ly
as in a state or tension and operating wit hin the matriarchal-
patriarchal corrt Lnuum,
2.. The Acts of 1;Jorship together Hith participation in
the corporate services of t he church a r e basically attempts
of tr.te congregation to move towards great self-control and
maturity, first in their corporate life and then in private
life ..
Guidelines for the Study'
1. This is a study of a particular rural church and
also of' a cluster of relationships preceding and follol-ling an
incident "Ihich occurred in S'unday School one Sunday shortly
after I became bhe Supply Pastor of t be church. Recor-ds have
been made of' sorne of the conversations I had with individuals
who were directly or indirectly involved in the incident.
Also recorded are events and situations more tangential, but
Hhich add considerably to the broader picture.
11
2& In o~der to respect the privacy of individuals,
the names of all involved, including the church and surround-
ing communities, have been obanged , (See page 12.)
3.. The purpose of this paper will be to demonstrate
the implementation of oedipus Complex Theory as developed by
Erich Fr-ommand outlined in the Study Design of this paper.
i~. 'fhe method of demonstration will be in three
steps:
a. presentation of the situation.
b , rlJanifestat ion of t he Oedipus struggle.
c , Conclusions on the spiritual health in individuals
and/or situations.
5. Observations will be drawn from (1) the histo~y
of' t his Church, (2) Church groupS, (3) Incidents and
(4) Pastoral visits.
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CHAPTERII
A PROFILE OF' THE PAit! PA1J'J CHURCH
The Early Histol"Y of -the Paw paw Church
The Paw Pav.TChurch was org811ized in 1858 with 19
charter members.. A perusal of the church's history which was
published at the Centennial in 1958 portrays the church
determined to exist despite the dire predictions and frank
appraisal by its pastors of their spiritual poverty.
'l1heministers who served were, for the most part,
serving on a half-time basiS with this church yoked with a
church in a nearby comrrlunity, or the ministers served the
church on Sundays giving little or no pastoral visitation.,
(See Appendix A.,)
The Paw paw Church Todax
General Description
The rural con~tmity of paw Paw is sitlwted about 25
miles from three fair-sized Indiana cities. This community
once expe ct ed a lively growth, but the rail line which was
anticipated never came near the comnunity~ Over the years
this little church, a gas station and a Masonic Lodge hall
have served as a harbor for memories of past years when the
neighbors used to be more neighborly, when the highway passing
13
through meant business and f'eLl.owsbLp, and when farming Has
the i'ull-time occupat:ton of t he majority of its people.
The Paw Paw Church boasts a congregation of about 40
members. About four of the se have moved at-Jay,but continue
Attendance a-t the Horship ser-v tce whd Le I have been
serving has fluctuated between 10 and 35 people on a parti-
to support it. Almost 20 of the membership are 60 years of
age or older.
cular Stmday morning.
The Sunday School considers its membership to be about
60 children and adults. Its attendance fluctuates less
The building itself has always looked like an old
markedly than Church Service and runs about 35 to 45 people
each St:mday morriIng ,
fashioned wooden schoolhouse.. It has a belfry and a bell
which at tbnes is rung, but even the ringing of the bell
comes as more of a novelty than a custom at this time.
The remarkable feature of the church structure is that
there is neither a cross nor a lettered sign to signify its
value to the connnunity.. Upon further reflection, one reaches
a tentative conclusion that this congregation and perhaps the
surrounding community are in a quandary of indecision as to
whether ttto bell Christ's Church or "not; to be. n
This brief ovor-vIew of the Paw Paw Church already
hints at the ambivalence which Rockwell Smith has noted in
his study.9
York:
9Rockwell C. Smith, people, Land and Churches (New
Friendship Press, Inc., 19~9), pp. 21-39.
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Groups, 11ajor and .Hinor
There are two major groups wit hin this congregation:
the \vorshipping Group and the Sunday SchooL, The worshipping
body consists almost entirely of those who are the adult
members of.' the church. rrhere are about six young people who
attend.. 'vJith one or two exceptions the adult members are
quite inarticulate in matters relating to their lmowledge of'
the Bible as well as their understanding of the theology 01'
their i'aithe
The Sunday School is attended by almost everyone in
the chur-ch , It possesses the most active program 01' the
church. Christian Education as such is not the concern of.'
the people as might be expected. They accept without c,!:'iti ...
cism or question the doctrinal and moral teachings given them
III the conservative Sunday School literature they use.
It can be stated generally that a knowledge of the
Bible, the History of th.e Church, and the tenets of the
Christian faith are clearly lacking both ill the pre sent
program and the past experiences of' these people, both young
and old ..
1\ minor group in the church is the Ladies Aid.. It is
composed or mostly older women in t he church. Few of the
younger women attend. Jts prbuary purpose is not clear, ex-
cept that it does provide a social outlet for the older 'LiOmen
of' the church8 There is no missionary concern other than that
l,J'hich comes to them through their correspondence liith the
Regional It/omen's Association of' our church. Due to this,
their missionary giving amounts to about ;i~lO.OO per year to a
16
church hospital in a nea.rby state. 'N1.eywere asked to pro-
vide layettes and hospital materials like this, but because
of tl~ time involved and their age they preferred to give
:~lO.OO as their share ..
outside oft; heir regular monthly meetings, the one
contribution of too Ladies Aid 1s its efforts through chur ch
dinners and I'Jhite Elephan.t sales to support the financial
structure of the church and to provide for material needs of
the sanctuary or some other portion of the church building ..
chur ch are as folloVJS:
The Session, the Deacons, the T,pustees ,
Groups: A&ninistrative
'llhe organizati onal or administra ti ve groups o:C the
and t be temporary Building Commitee ..
Of these groupS the Session is the only one that meets
with 8l1.yregularity and this once a month.. This group con ...
sists of three elders, whose concern is for the spiritual l1£'e
of the ohur c n- Prior to my coming, t he Session was meeting
tvJO or three times a year, their Minutes were not properly
kept, and their concern was mainly with the temporal affairs
of the church and the recording of baptisms, deaths and nevi
members.
Two years ago a sub_corrmlittee on Christian Education
was established. However, in the months that fol101..red no
meetings "(;V"ereheld other t;han two which met initially. As of
this year, September 1965, t bis comrnittee was dissolved. rfhe
elders felt that it was expecting too much of the teachers to
come out to such meetings. I reco11'.Irrlendedthe dissolution on
this basis.
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Prior to my coming and during the first two years of
my pastoral work here t he Deacons never rneb, They do not
meet as a cormnittee but are functioning in certain areas of'
the church's work such as keeping of' records of gifts and
memorials, and the Evepy Member' Canvass pr ogr am, ~~heymet
one e this year.
The 'rrustees as a standing committee did not meet in
any formal 1.rJaybefore I came to this c hur ch , Since my coming
they have met not much more than three or four times.. 'l'hey
keep no formal I11nutes of their meetings or dec:tsions. 'dhen
they have met, they admit readily that there is mope to their
office than they had thought. They and the Deacons have been
invited to meet with t he Session from t Lrne to time. This has
not been fruitful, alttlough it does suggest the possibility
of instituting a bi-ca:neral sys bem of government 't.Jith the
Elders and Trustees composing the Session.
The Building Committee bas been a pro tem co:mmittee
and was established two or three years prior to :myarrival.
The records of this committee are also skimpy.. There is
good accounting of receipts and expenses" but little or no
record of meetings or decisions of any kind.
The Sessions has two to three times asked the Build-
ing Committee and the 'Crustees to make some concerted effort
to deplete the current indebtedness, now about ;$900.00,
through a drive and publicity.. No action bas f'o L'l.otce d these
requests.
18
rrhe Nature of the paw Paw Church, Its
Conflicts and points of' 'Tension
The congregation, both members and non-members, seem
to have one prime value, that of maintaining the church as a.
fa.l'l1ily, depending on face to face contact in order to get
anything done rather than dealing with the less personal
commdtrt ees , rrhis may imply that there is a need .for this
familial type relationship, and same inability to be ob-
jective in the administration of the church's life.
lO
The church officers themselves prefer to defer to the
lidll of the congregation rather than to assert the official
decision of their particular committee upon the people. (See
Appendix B.) There appears here quite clearly a fear of
assertion on bbe part of an elected c0111rnitt0e of officers.
rrhis self-emasculation of their proper expression of authority
will be connnented on furtJ:lBr in too chapter on Natriarchal-
Pab r-Lar-cha.L Principles in Chapter Three, and in Chapter Four--
Matriarchal-patriarchal Tensions. The underlying need of the
people to be llone big ba.ppy familyll "Thich has impelled them
towards avoidanc e of formal structure in the administering of
t he work of the Sunday school seems to have been a casual
factor in contributing to the resulting division. The lack
of teachers' meetings and records of important decisions have
forced the superintendent to bear the burden of decision-making
in crucial areaS8
lOT. Lynn Smith, The Sociology_of Rural Life, 3d ed.;
(NewYork: Harper and Bros., 1953), p .. 471"".
Dwight sanderson, Rural SociOlo~y and Rural Social
Qrganization (NewYork: JObn wiley an Sons, Inc., 194Z),
p. 316 •. -
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rrhe primary goal of the church congregation is per-
ceived, largely by inference, to be that of retaining an
indelJendence from the Lar-ger- body of the church on a regional
and national LeveL, Along with this independence is the fact
that their own mores 01'"' social bias seems to appear as a
veneer of Christian ethics ..
The morality issue with reference to tlw drinking of
alcoholic beverages carre up with the question from the young
pe oo'l,e in t.he Communicants Class, "Ta dr-Lnk.Lnga s Ln?" The
.t .J:
answer of UNo, dr-LnkLng in itself is not a sin, but rather
the misuse of such beverages by over-indulgence is a sin,1l
resulted in my being informed tihac "this Church" taught that
drinl~lng in itself was a sin.
There are few open or conscious spiritual conflicts
apparent within the congregation Hhere theology is concerned.
They accept a fairly conservative, though not fundamentalistic,
interpretation of the Christian fai the
The points of tension arise in the areas of authority,
morality, and personal prejudices. On the mattcl" of authority
and morality, tension erupted in Sunday School when the former
superintendent of Sunday School sought to impress her vLews
upon the Sunday School youth and adults, and was politely but
firmly resisted by the irrrrnediate past superintendent and the
newly elected one. (See Appendices C, also D, E, and F..) It
was this incident t bat prompted this study, and \vill be dealt
with in more detail in the next section.
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A Problem iIi the Beloved Community
The Chronology of Events
I began serving the Paw Paw Church as a Supply pastor
on aLt er-natie Sundays in January 1962. As a result of' Session
action" followed by action of the congregation at its annual
meeting in January 1962, it was agl'eE:H1that the pastor should
conduct Sunday morning "lorship services every Sunday instead
of alternate SUl"ldayevenings as had been the case with the
previous pastor who also served anotlwr church. New church
officers were elected. Also a new Sunday School Superintendent
'lriaSelected, a Nrs. Hack. She is a young mother of about 35
years" active though not a member of the church ..
In February a business meeting 'Vmsheld by the sunday
School teachers, officers and members during the Sunday School
hour. (See Appendix C..) At t;his time they discussed the
matter of procedure for recording attendru1.ces for Honol" Pin
Awards.. I 'trIas not present at this meeting.
IVIrs.. ~,rilliaTl1s expressed the view that whenever any of
the young people att;ended Sunday School at an ot ner church
instead of at Paw Paw" he or she should secure a note from
the minister or teacher in that church indicating his atten-
dance there on a particular Sunday, and he w ou.Ld receive credit
towards Wiln1.ing an BonoI' Roll Award pin.
rrhe young man, Mr. stone" ,..rhohad just ret ired as
superintendent, expressed the view that one had to trust the
young people, and stated that he had already committed himself
to them VJhile he waS in office toot "no such note was
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neces sary. II ~rhe young people listening to this argument
laughed at IvIrs. 1:!illia...rnsbecause of her dramatic s , She was
deeply hurt, as was he r husband ..
It 1;..]asin Harc u, the I'oLl.ow.l.ngmonth, t bat Hrs II
Hilliams sent me a letter in vvhich she made a rather unde -
fined statement of her dissatisfaction Hith the way the Sunday
School 'Has being run. (See Appendix C..) She said it was
going to be necessary for her to quit teaching her class of'
teen-agers (ages 13-21) because of' this. She did not ask for
an answe r and none was given her by me. It was shortly after
this that I heard that she had quit her class.
During April one of' the older members in the parish
died and I had the funeral service. HI' .. Williams offered to
drive me to tm cemetery. Enroute he spoke of his wife and
seemed worried about her because she was upset and took things
too personally. Death was the subject tbat prompted his
conversation though he did not talk about death vdth reference
to her. At this time I w as not yet oriented to many of' the
quiet happenings which wer-e so dynamically affecting the church
life in unhappy ways.
Nrs .. Hills, about age 60-65 and active in the church
and Stmday School, brought with her an aura of stability and
maturity. She hinted at the problem in which 1-U"3. vlilliams
was involved. I indicated that I had an idea that something
had happened. I later gave IvIrs. Hilliams two or three oppor-
tunities to broach the subject but she avoided discussing
anything and I did not p r-es s the issue further.
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llfrs. lUlls later told of' Mrs .. vVilliams' having talked
1rlith her about the mattere 11rs .. ~villiams had buried her f'a.ce
in her apron and 1rJept, but seemed unable to cope l-J'ith her
problem beyond this ..
The church program continued to move in an almost
static 'Hay ..
The Sunday School and Church had been saving for
additional classrooms. All joined in the venture. The foot-
ings 'I;'1e1"eple_ced in tihe fall of 1961. A sub-flooring was
completed during the l-J'inter of 1961-62. By spring walls went
up and then a roof. Doors were cut into the walls of the
sanctuary and then work ceased with the advent of spring
planting.
Nothing further clouded the horizon until the early
fall. There l-lere sever-al, reminders to the Session by me that
the doors to the cLaasr-ooma should be put in but no action Has
taken.. December 1962 saw us in a chilly, draf'ty sanctuary ..
Christmas worship and Sunday School were abbreviated due to
the coLd, In January 'IJallboard was a temporary cover. 'rho
Building commt t t ee was beginning to feel the pressure to
follo1rl through on its job. They had the money to hire it done
but preferred to do it themselves and not spend the money_
Now they decided too t it seemed not only 1vise but necessary to
spend some 01.' the money in the Building Fund to hire carpenters
to set the doors in and do ott)::;r necessary work towards the
completion of the classrooms.
It vias also at this time that a canvass was held. Some
of the canvassers did not appe ar , I learned that they wer-e
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not beooming involved because they wer-e put out with Mrs.
11lilliams in t be matter of' Honor Pins for Sunday School
attendanc e.. Mrs~ Mi11s told me of several othe r families
who 1-Jere put out with r1r's .. vVilliams over the Honor Pins.
I1rs. vVilliams seemed to manifest a rather helpless"
pen.Lterrt La.l, attit;ude over the whole matter though she could
not hurdle it.. She claimed the young people laughed at her
and that they differed 1rJlth her in class" She was the one
VIho had shepherded through the earlier years.
It w a a lmderstandably difficult 1'01'" her to take their
independence now, Her husband declared bbat he was not going
to let m!yone laugh at his wife.
On February 3, 1963, the annual congregational meeting
was held. M!'" Williams said to me the pr-evf.ous Sunday that
he and his wii'e were planning to be avmy the next Sunday. He
then added" "You don't need me anyway, do you?1t I lias sur-
prised at t be llnplication of rejection in his statement and
replied that I surely bad hoped he would be attending the
annual meeting. (See Appendix G.) He then said that they
wer e not too sure they would be going away. The following
sunday both were in chur-ch for the annual meeting.
On Mar-ch 11, 1963, at a meeting of the Session, Hr.
\tJilliams turned tome and said, IISay, why don r t you have the
Slmc1ay School superintendent visit Rick's folks? They might
come back to church. And tell him ii' he'd calIon me, maybe
I wou'Ld come back to sunday schocf.;" The new superintendent
'VIaS told about the requested visit; hov.rever, his early enthu-
siasm for the job had tearied and no visit Has ever made.
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This brief chronology of events invites speculation
nOH as to the forces at work for cohesion or division.
DiSintegrating Forces within the Problem Incident
'I'lae compulsion of Hrs., '!"l1l1iams to speak her piece had
not been vJell received, but had not caused any permanent rift
be twe en her and other folks.,
Ivlrs. "IHlliams momentarily impresses one very Hell with
her ready comments on people and situations.. Howeve r-, both
in rrr:yvisit vrith her and also in a group situation (SlU1day
School Adult Class), IvIrs" ~Jillia!1ls demonat.r-at.ed an inability
to enter into a discourse on a moot issue.. She made a :flat
statement in t he Sunda-y School class that she was a fatalist,
but she said, III'm not going to discuss it.. I just want you
to lmow where I stand,'1 and she wou'ld not; elaborate further.
Her speaking up at the above mentioned Sunday School
meeting and abruptly disagreeing with the former superin-
tendent's procedure regarding Honor Pins, suggests that she
(1) cannot identify herself with another leader f s pattern of
operation, and (2) s he wants to gBt back into the superin-
tendent's office again.
It was Tom illilliams, her husband, who really felt the
hurt he r-e and took it pe rsonally. On the basis of our con-
versation enroute to a funeral, Tom seemed pretty Hell aware
or his 'Hire's failings. It was becaus e t he teenagers she had
helped years earlier laughed at her that her husband was angry.
Integrating Forces Surrounding the In.cident
The incident is still alive at this time, Pall 1965,
though dormant" Tomand his wife had quit coming to Sunday
School and Church.. she began teaching the Adult Class this
fall, but her husband will still not come back to Sunday
School.
Nrs .. Nills has been the one outstanding, actively
integrating force.. Her native ability to counsel with HI'S.
Williams has not been in vain. It is not improper to mention
myself, as pastor, as a second force for unity~ But from here
t he r-e are only passive-supporting elements. Nr .. stone, the
former superintendent, and Mrs. South have not put oil on the
fire, but have done little to quench it.. Rather they have
pr ef'e r-r'ed to live "lith the problem, resigned to it as one
accepts the accidents of nature's forces.
Conunent ary
It will probably help t o begin this paragraph by
announcing that HI'S e VJilliarns has been elected as the new
3unday School superintendent fOl" 1966. She has not been given
this nomination as a !lsop, II but becaus e IIshe and Tomare hard
workers once they start sornething ..
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There is little to contradlct the conclusion t hat this
couple dominate the congregation though at an tIDconscious level"
The reinstatement of the aggressive mother to her
former position of authority is almost traumatic to the spec-
tator, and proposes many questions as to the Sunday School's
goals and methods, element;s of dependence and anger, and
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raises the issue of guilt and its resolution. 1;o,ihatimpels
a people to seek the leadership of a dominant mother-figure?
What are the goals of tbe "mot her-" and wher-o do they
cor-r-e Lat e with the obvLou s goals of a Sunday School? Is
there an element of guilt in a people in the area of It self-
assertion and independe~ce, It "fu"'"1gerttand theLr- striving to-
wards maturity and its resulting separation from the parental
figures?
vve are constrained by these questions to look mope
inquiringly at the Oedipus Complex, and at the view of
SigmlLnd Freud and Erich Fromm on the parent-child relation-
ship in the developing personality ..
CHAP'rE.'R III
THEORE'rrCAL PHESENTATIONS
The Oedipus T1yth and the Developing Personalit;y-
The l1yttl of Oedipus Rex
In Sigmund Fr-eud ! s comments on King Oedipus and the
development of' personali.ty in the child, he sees the Father'
as severely threatening to his son, although the father does
not sense this threat com.lng from himself'. The boy, on the
other hand, harbors a secret desire for his Mother, and thus
is both f'oar-f'uI, and reverent towards his strong rat her , All
this is in the deep, psychic life of the child.ll
Between the ages of four to seven the Oedipus Complex
(the secret feelings existing unconscLouaLy within the boy
towards his parents) is either resolved or partially worked
through.. Freud sees each person's character as determined by
what has happened in his psychic life at this age.
In the pr oceas of determining his personality" the
child adopts one or a combination of three characteristics.
The first type is the "or-aL'' personality, the second is the
"ana l ;" and the third i.s the llgenital It personality.
Ideally each is a stage to be resolved enabling the
individual to move f'or-uar-d confidently GO 1:;he next; stage.
11I1ullahy, .2£.. ~it ..
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vlhere he cannot move I'or-war-d , he 1..ri11tend to regress to the
former stage so th:'"'!.thi s personality leans heavily on the
values trhd.ch the earlier stage can supply. Thus the adult
lIoralll personality can be expected to be dissatisi'ied, de-
manding, quite vocal about his want s and interests, and self-
centered.
He also may be highly dependent Hithout; much motiva-
tion to do for himseli'. The anal personality may be a person
with much concealed anger and fear.. 'This would relate back
to his toilet training and also his unexpressed attacbment to
IJlother and subsequent fear of reprisal from his father and a
desire to have his father die. All this, of course, is
active in the unconscious.
The genital personality represents the person who bas
successf'ully moved t'o r-uar-d at each stage and probably has
been ,-J011 supported by his parents in t his process.
A summary recollection of this myth as r-ecourrt ed by
Proud leaves one caught up with Ilrepressed emotions" concern-
ing the taboos of murder of' one's fatiwr and incest lrJith one's
12
mother" (See Appendix H.)
The Approach of Erich Fromm
Erich Fr-ommrepresents a sharp contrast in his inter-
pretation. He sees Oedipus initially troubled by the patri-
cide-incest enigmas in his life, but Frommmoves on to com-
plete the trilogy on Oec1ipus and perceived that the true focus
12Sigmund Freud, The In'Gerpretation of Drearas, trans.
A. A. Brill (Ne1-1York: Carlton House" 1931), pp , 160-162.
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of a ttent ion is not with incest but with the conflict beewe en
fat her and son.
Erich FronlJ:1'lsees bhe child's struggle from a broader
perspective than that of Freud. The parents represent a
polarity of principles emanating t:mvard the child which form
the matriarchal-patriarchal continuu..rn.
Fr-omm sees t he repressed desire of" the son tot-lards his
mother as a struggle against patrial"'chal aut nor-Lt y , a struggle
in 'VJb.icb.the son seeks to hold on to the principles of the
matriarch Hhich he learned as an infant at her breast.
It might be pointed out here that Frommsees the
initial personality development or the child as extremely
Lmpor-t anb from the material s ide in contrast to t he Freudian
vLew which accents the repressed de sLre for incest 11J1ththe
parent and t he resolution of the attendant fear, anger and
guilt over the hidden desiree
Fr-omm says tba t the goal is a ,..reddLrig of the two sets
of principles (matriarcbal and patrial"chal) just asche
child I S rnot her- and :father are in a parental polarity at:
authority and love for the child.
In its essence the contimnun o:f the matriarchal-
pa triarchal principles appears as described in the Chart on
the next page. 'I'hd.s c har-t is elaborated t'r-om Erich F'r-omm r s
d· . .Co' h .• 1 13lSCUSS1.on o.i "r; e se p r Lnc lp es.
l3promm, .£l2.. sit., pp. 207-208" 219-20.
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CHll.RT 2
T{ATRIAHCI{AL-J'A'lT~IARCHAL PRINCIPLES
1.11'-1.PR TAR CHAL A 'l'T ITUDES (Intransitive or Non-i'l'hr-ea ten.lng
Qualities)
Liberty _ The f'reedom to be one's self and make onets
own choices, and also the rr'eedom from be-
ing fettered ox' tied back by one's ovm
neurot Lc nee ds •
Equality _ The oneness and commonality of ot.he r s is
the Itgiven II of nature 'l;V'hichenables one to
step over or 'transcend binding cultural
attitudes of discrimination, t owar-da people
and see them as springing from both the
human specie and T10ther Earth.
Pr-at cr-nd ty _ The sense of the potential friendship of
other's, and one's own need for others as well
as the need of other people for each other.
PA'I'R IARCH:'\L ATTITUDES (Transitive or Threatening Postures)
Obedience _ The attitude of reverence or deference toward
another's authority, especially a parent or
God. The individual must submissively give
up his right to choose or decide for hL~self.
Favor- it e Son _ The right of the father over his children
including the right to discriminate in favor
of one.
H,ational Thought - To control by reason. To seek to change
nature. Scientific endeavor seen as being in
a continual battle with the forces ai' nature.
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This account of the Greek tragedy, Oedinus ~, is
taken from Erich Fr-omminasmuch as he relates it to the
other tvJO plays of Sophocles, Oedipus at Colonus and ~t~WE2..
(Daughters of oedipus) ~l~_
THEI1yrTHOF'OEDIPUSH&'\.
This tragedy (Ki..'YlgOedipus) t eLLs us t ha t an o r-acLe
has told Laius, the King of Thebes, and his irdfe,
Jocasta, that; if they have a son this son will kill his
fa ther and mar'ry his own mothor.. \'Thena son, Oedipus,
is born to them, Jccasta decides to escape the fate
pr-ed.i.ct ed by the oracle by killing t ha t infant.. She
gives Oedipus to a shepherd, lI-lhois to abandon the
child in the wcods with his toeet bound so tba t he will
dLe , But the s haphar-d, t.ak In g pity on the child, gives
the infant to a man in the service of: the King of'
Corinth, who in turn brings him to his mast ez- , The
king adopts the boy, and the young prince grows up in
Corin'th not knovn ng that he is not the true son of the
King of Corinth.. £]0 is told by t he oracle in Delphi
that it is his fate to kill his i'atJ,1er and to mar-r-y his
mot her , He decides to avoid this f'ate by never going
back to his alleged parent s , On his way back from
Delphi, he engages in a violent argument Hith an old
man riding in a carriage, loses his temper, and slays
the man and his servant I'dthout knovling that he bas
slain his fathel', tne King of' Thebes.
His wanderings lead him to Thebes. 'I1here the
Sphin.,"Cis devouring the young men and women of' the city,
and she Hill cease doing so only if someone Hill find
the right answer to a riddle she asks. The riddle is
this: '~Jhat is it which f'irst goes on four, then on
two, and eventually on three? r The city of rrhebes has
promised that anyone tcho can solve the riddle and thus
free the city from the Sphinx Hill be made king and
vlill be given the kingls widOiITfor a wife. Oedipus
tmdertakes the venture. He finds the an swer- to the
riddle--'t'Jhich is man."VJhoas a child walks on all fours,
as an adult on bJO, and in his old age on three (with
a carie ) , The Sphinx throws herself' into the ocean, the
city is saved from~alamity, and Oedipus becomes the
king and marries Jo~asta, his mother.
After Oedipus ha s r-e Lgried happily for some time, the
city is ravaged by a plague winch kills many of its
citizens. The seer, Theiresias, revoals that the plague
is the punLs hment fDr the tHofold crime llThich oedipus
1L~~id., pp. 20Lp~'f ..
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has committed, patricide and incest. oedipus, after
having tried desperately not to see this truth,
blinds himself when he is compelled to see it, and
Jocasta c ommd.t.s sudcLde , '1'11.etragedy ends at the
point where Oedipus.?as suffere~ punishment for a
c1"i111evlhich be COl1l.111lT;tedunknow.irig Iy and in spite of
his conscious efforts to avoid committing it ..
EX'lcb. FromIn has done something unique in his dis-
cu s sLori o f Oedipus, t he King, by moving the reader away from
Oedipus in r'elationsh:tp to a group (parents, daughters, uncle)
to see Lng the mdividual as an internalized groupe This is
not exactly foreign to Sigmund Freud, but the distinction
appears at a level beyond t he pLeaaur-e pr-Lnc LpLe of the in-
cestuous desire which leads to patricide, and directs our
attention to tbe etiology of society man.Lf'e st ed in the polar
tensions 1,Jithin the individual of matriarchal principles
struggling f'or ascendency over patriarchal principles and vice
versa. The blending of these forces in the individual repre-
sents the nucleus of the family and of society ..
Inasmuch as the recounting of tbe I1yth varies with
both Fr-aud and Fr-omm, the f'ollo"L-Jing lines have been excerpted
~rom the play for clarification.15
Pe 105 Lines 66h-,(,19 (apprOXimately line 705)
Jocasta: "And the Child's birth was not three
days past w hen Laius pinned its anlcLe a
together and had it thrown by others
hands, on a trackless mount af.n ,"
P. 108 Lines 950-1000 (about line 99LI_)
Oedipus: ll\vas the deed my Nother's or Pather's?"
Messengel": III lmow not."
l5Great Books of the~Jestern \I/orld, e d , Robert Naynard
Hutchins TChicago: &icyclopedia Britannfca, Inc., 1952), Vol ..
No.. 5.!.. Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripedes, Aristophanes,
pp. lO~, 108-110.
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P. 109 Lines 10ltO-l095 (about line 1068)
Jocasta: lillI-rated onel JvIayest thou never
come to know who thou art J It
P.. 110 Lines 11~_7-1190 (about line 1168)
Oedipus: "She gave it thee?" (Eefers to the
parents' decision to let their child
die in the ~filderness.)
Herdsman: tlYes a King.1t, ~
Freud sees the Fatiber as taking the decisive step to
th~'Jart t he oracle, while Fromm blames Jocasta, his Nother.
As the reader can see, the lines of the play by
Sophocles allows both Freud and Fr-omm to interpret as they
desire.
It is both remarkable and yet expected tba t other
lrlriters, students of human life, have come to similar con-
clusions in another setting that at one point human lire can
be viewed as a group" and a group of people often 11vill act as
an individual.
The Group Seen as a personality
Halph Haldo Emerson in one of his essays has described
t he group by describing the individual, and in so doing seems
to imply that the group being composed of congenial individuals
theref'ore possesses an a't;traction akin to that of a person.
Emerson writes:16
A man is a net hod, a progressive arrangement a selec-
ting principle, gathering his like to him wh~rever he
goes. He takes only his own out of the multiplicity
York:
16Ralph vJaldo Emerson, Essa)'s (Series I and II; New
'Nle I1acIVJ:illan Company, 1937 , Chapter IV 89,p. •
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that sweeps and circles round him. He is like
one of those booms l<Ihich are set out from the
shore on rivers to catch driftwood, or like the
lodestone amongst splinters of steel. Those
facts, words, persons, which dweLl, in his memory
vdthout his being able to say why , remain be-
cause they have a relation to him not less real
for being as yet unappr-e hended ..
He cleaves to one person and avoids another;
according to their likeness or unlikeness to him-
self, truly seeking himself in his associates
and moreover in his trade and habits and gestures
and meats and drinks, and comes at last to be
i'aithfully represented by every view you take of
his circumstances ..
If the individual seeks to find himself in his
associates" then cannet we press this the other way: "That
the group seeks its fulfillment as an extension 01' each of'
the individuals composing it?1I It appears that it may be
proper to view a group of like-minded people who bend
their energies towards a commongoal as also manifesting a
personality in attitude, afrect and action.
Another 1rJriter, Josiah Hoyce, says that the group is
an crrt Lty Tv-J1th a mind of its own and in a Ld.t er-aL sense
17
exists as a persone
In his book on crowds, Elias Ganetti tells of the
f'e a r- oi' the individual and his need for the crowd wherein
he loses his identity in order to gain a larger identity.,18
Canettii:;alks about the burden of the individual as
being his consciousness of his distinctions r'r-om others, his
l7.rames Harry Gotton, Ro¥ce on the Human Self (Cam-
bridge, Maa s ..: Harvard Univers~ty Press, 1954), pp , 247-2L~9.
18 r 8Cane tt i, 2.E ~ £.!!., pp. l:J-l ..
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diff'erences which he both pr-izes and almost abhors, which
separates him--keeps him and others at a distance.19
Theologically, t his is reminiscent of t he derini tion
of' sin as "that 1-Jhich separates" man from God and seems to
direct us toward the sacred areas of a man's life, his
ident ity and purpose.
Later Canetti discusses conversion in a light quite
dlfi'erent from and yet amicable to Christian thought in that
it has to do vlith a change in "cr-owd crystals," the individual
moving by conversion from one crystal (I wo u.l.d call it ttcrov-rd
20
personality") to another.
If an Oedipus complex becomes apparent, it is where
Canetti describes tl~ destruction of images as the symbolic
destt'uction of a hierarchy, thus removing all barriers to
equality and fraternity ..2l rrhls is similarly true" he says,
22
in the matter of rites and ceremonies.
This leaves us with many intriguing and complex
questions and thus diverse answers and c oncLus Lorrs , In a word,
Such conclusions might be: new birth or a regression, indi-
VidUation or incest.. Is there a subtle attempt in the rural
chUrch to "break the iconsll of authority" to assert themselves
by r-eacb tng beyond obedience and rational thought towards a
nevI sta to of soul under t he tricolor of liberty" equality and
fraternity? Or does the ubreaking of the Leona" oc cur simply
in the denying of their existence and value by regressing
20Ibid." p. 18.- 21Ib-r d.. 19____:!:.... • p. .,
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t cwar-d an eal'lier del')endency condition in lilhich ther-e is no
challenge, no condemnation, no separation?
It would appear that the latter conclusion carries more
weLgrrt , t.nat the rural church without a full-time pastoral-
patriarchal leadership sees the challenge of individuation in
daily life (the rugged individualism of its people) as a
burden too great to bear.
Hhatever t he answer-s , Elias Canetti of'fers much in
stimulating and valuable points of view. Some suggested
answer-s to these questions are offered in the Conclusions.
A third vJriter is Charles H.. CooLey, He speaks of
pr-Lrra r-y groups, by vlhich I would interpret him to mean any
group possessing IIfamily-likell aspec be , 23 Cooley vJ"l'ites of
this gro~ Eersonality. as being necessary for the development
of the individual personality.. This is almost the question
of t~which came first?" Cooley would say trill pr-Imar-y group as
a personality precedes and anticipEltes the personality develop-
ment of the child. In ot her words, the child t s identity as
an individual is dr-awn from the identity sense of t he primary
or family group in which be is raised. He later describes
2!~
the group as one would describe a personality.
The pr:i.mary group liJhich Cooley seems to see as the
psycho-social mother of the child has its counterparts in
cormnunity organizations and among nations by OUt' use of' such
relative terms as: parent organization, sister organization,
lVIother Church , Hother Country and Fat he r Land , It wou.Ldappear
23Small Groups, 2£- ~., p. 15. 2l_~I·b· 1_2:,S .., p. 307 ..
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then that any primary or family group possesses the person-
ality o~ a Mothere
Anticipations of the Oedipus Hyth
in the Holy Bible
The l..]"ritings o r the Holy Scriptures are brought in
for the one purpose of portraying how men and nations have
looked upon groups and 8.t t he same time treated them as
individual personalit:;ies. Such groups usually possess the
cLJat'acteristics of the primary or family group. 'I'b.e out-
standing family group was the Israelite nation which was seen
by the judges,. kings and prophets as both a family group and
also as an individual personality. For instance, in the
~at~ f L fA' . 25 d.,.C t e r- o; t 1.1.e sin or _t-,cnan, 'VIe rea : II then t he Lord
replied .. . .. Israel has sinned; they have violated the
covenant 11.. . .
A brief overview of t he Old Testament moving on into
the New Testament depicts the HebreH people under a pa tri-
archal system of authority.. rrhe patriarch or father in each
.family had the power of retaining life or caus ing death to a..'tly
of the members or servant s of the family. Obedience to this
authority was the greatest virtue, and, of' cour s e , this found
its courrt er-par-f in obedience to the Ten COl11l11andmentsand the
1',,'1' ..llosaJ.C laws .. The order of society was that of a hierarchy.
'I'he father VIas the head, and he usually had a favorite son,
the son who would inherit his property and take his place as
head of the i'amily upon the father's demise.
2C/Joshua 7:10-11•
In looking for the 11essia11., the Hebrew people looked
for a continuation and exemplification of their social order ..
Isaiah, particularly of the prophets, sought to set out the
crit eria for the coming I'-1essiah, though he 'Has not heard loud
and clear.
Isaiah aeems to be clescrib ing tlVOvmys of viewing life
in his 53rd chapter e ':[1hesur fering Servant at first appears
just L'Lke everyone else, and so is beautiful.26
1,tlho hath believed our report? and to 'Hhomis the
arm of t be Lord reveale d? 1"01' he shall grovl up be-
fore him as acendar plant, and 8.S a r-oof out of a
dry ground; he hath no form nor c omel.Lne s s ; and
when He shall see b.Lm, there is no beauty that 'Ide
should desire hime
But when he asserts his selfhood, he loses his beauty
ani is despised and re jected for dar-Lng to be different, to
grow to di:fferentiate.
He is despised and rejected of men; a man of sorrows,
and acquainted vJith grief; and l.'le hf.d as it were our'
faces from him; he wa.s despised and He esteemed him
not.
His independence appears as an insult to God and his
family, so his resulting trials are presumed to be tL1.6re-
suIt of God's anger.
surely he hath borne our griefs, and carr-ied our
s or-r-ows; yet we did esteem him stricken, smitten
of God, and afflicted.
His growth anticipates the growth of' others. They
see their own vt r-La Ls in his trials. His bruises, t be battle
ribbons o f' his victories accent the Ulu·rill:ingness of other's
to gr ow, t heir res istance or- regr-ession.27
26Isaiah 53: 1-2, 3, 4. 27 LbLd r-: 8_£!_., ~, " 11, 10.
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But he was wot.U1.dedfor our transgressions, he was
bruised for our iniquities, the chastisement of
our- peace was upon him; and 1vith his stripes we
are healed.
He lives to be hf.rnaeLf and does not; seek to Lm-
mor-t.al. ize himself by conformity and regr-0ssion.
He was taken fr-om prison and from judgment and who
shall declare his generat ion for he Has cut off
out of the land of the livin.[~; i'or the t.r-an agr-es eLon
of my people was he stricken.
By the kno!'-lledge of himself he makes individuation,
self-hood, wOl.,thitlhile.. He bear's the ir iniquities by suffer-
ing through his own deep desdr-e to repress to deny self, to
deny his name, i ..e .. his identity.
He shall see of the travail of (US soul and shall
be satisfied; by hls Imow l.edge shall my righteous
servant justify many; for he shall bear their
iniquities.
His seed is those uho have found identity becaus e of
him..
Yet it pleased the Lord '1::;0 bruise him; he hath put
him to grief'; when thou shalt make his soul an
offering for sin, he srill11 seo his seed, he shall
prolong his days and the pleasur e of the Lord shall
prosper in his hand ..
'rhe life of Jesus, his annunc LatLon, birth, sojourn
on earth, his death and resurrection accent a blending of
patriarchal authority 1rJith that of the matriarch. 'I'he matri-
ar chaL principles, by the lila;;, seem to take shape f'r-omthe
Creator aspect of God as 1'1ell as from the creating Nother
earth, and the human mother.
'I'he principles of' Doth the patriarch and matriarch are
remarkably blended in the 23rd Psalm. 'The patriarchal elemonts
appear in such words as Hrhe Lord, II "pat.bs of' righteousness
for his name t s sake , II tI.r:rhyrod and Thy staff. It The matri-
ar-c haL elements appear in the Hords: limy Shepherd, 11 ttl
shall not Hant,11 liRe maketh me to lie down in green pastures
.. . . st ill Haters ., .. • restoreth my soul, II "va.lLey oi' the
shadow of death e .... fear no evil for Thou art with me."
A blending is foreseen in such expressions as: "Thou
anointed TII;l head Hith oil, II "house of the Lord, 1I and "for-
ever.1I
The Nel-JTestament moves from the !lfavorite scn" con-
cept of Godr s chos en people, Israel, t a Isaiah's theme, and
nov, presents God's chosen people as the Church, the Suf'fer-
lng Servant.
Christ then represent s both the individt1.al and t he
Church and in this portrayal outlines the spiritual strt~gle
of' both individual and Church to transcend parental-temporal-
earthly obLi.gations and arrivG at a new level of self-identity.
The S0c.l-_olo.&...of the Hupal Church
Purpose
To see the church, sociologically, especially the
rural c hur-ch, is to see it as a primary group, the family ..
It is a cultural phenomenon typical in any c om:munity, though
1:..1'1 this instance a culture resulting f'rom the spiritual move-
ment of' t he people whose aV01'Jedpur-poae is to manifest the
28 rnlJ.-' .presence of' God among the people.. 1 1.S purpose 1.8
---------------------------------------------
28Lm-J'ry Nelson, Hural Sociol~, 2d ed .. (Ne1-J' York:
Amer Lcan Book Company, 1955), pp , 324, 331..
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demonstrated by:
L, The emphasis on the worship of' God through
obedience to His 'lrJill, and t be a cknowl.cdgemerrb of'
sinfulness by the people,
2.. the open doors of we Lc ome to friend, ne Lghbor ,
and strang er ,
3.. the cross symb oj.Lz Lng self-sacrifice and the care
ru~d concern Eor people, and
4. the permanence of too ChU..rCi:1 implying that Help is
available w heri other helps f'ail ..
All this is remarkable tcheri one c onsLde r-a that the
r-ur-aL chur'ch so often has existed for decade up on decade with
little or no pastoral guidance from an ordained minister. It
is a tenacious existence 8 Such c hur-c he s are often called
lfSl.illdaySchool ChtU'chesll inasmuch as the life of the church
centers around the Sunday School, its leaders and teachers.29
Composition
'I'he Sunday School, by its involvement on an :i..nter-
personal level appealing to every age group, stands in sharp
contrast to the f'ormal worshipping body ..
'I'h.e genius of' the Stmday School as an educational body
appears to be in the several family-like groups called classes,
reaching f'rom the younge af to the oldest member.30
29rr. Lynn Smith, .£p... ~., p , l~718
T. Lynn Smith, _The Sociology .9! Rural Li:f~, rev. ed ,
(NevI York and London: tiarper and Bros., 1947), r- L~27.
Sanderson, 0'0. ciL, p , 328.- -30D nt' < l' liT' ct. 11 n \ R' 1ean J:'..veres tH1 J,{8r, lle na e ruze 01 tCJB xur-a
Crrur-ch" flay 1928), Chapter 5, pp , 116-117 ..°
LYlvolvement may be considered as roes, The Svnday
School by its ver'Y nature of mothering does not place
r-e s t r-Lc t Lon s of membership upon any who attend Slmday School.
lVIembersand non-members of the formal chur-c h body are treated
equally in the SllI1day SGhool, ltIhich is to say that; there is
little or no prejudice inherent in t.he or-gan I zat-Lon of' the
Sunday School.
By contrast, trill fo1"mal l..Jorshipping body is made up
mostly of' the members of the church. 'I'rie membership is based
on a binding act of comm.itment to theological principles and
a system of gover-£l1nent~ 'I'he officers of the church are re-
quired to be members of the church, and, as such are expected
to attend regularly.
'J1heworship service is not one of interpersonal or
person-to-person relationship, but largely a one -f.o-cne re-
lationship, the people suome r'gIng their own identities into
the group called lithe Bride of Chr-Lso " and r-eLat Lng them-
selves obediently and in humble submission to God.
other groups of the church are represented in general
by the Church Official Boal"d, the 'v\Iomenr S Association (Ladies r
) h 1
r , .., 11 . 31Aid, etc. , ande 0 Young peop e S Iie owahd.p ,
The Young People I S Fellowship may be considered as
almost an extension of the Sunday School. Each mernb er of the
group is equal to the ot her" The parental leadership offered
is La r geLy bha f of a mothering or pastoral sort.
The young people in this group are seekingtJo apply or
31S d . -{ 311an .er-son, .£p... ~~, p , e
pract ice t heir tutored unde r-et andIng of God and Christ 1rJhich
has come to them both at home and in the chur-ch, rl'hey are
seeking!:;o develop their own autonomy and exercise their own
initiative apart t'r-om the parental leadership of the church
itself.
The t1lJO principles noted above as obedience to authority
and the maintenance of' a hierarchy are present in t he official
groups of t be church.\,n1.ile their concern might in many ways
be pastoral, the ir manner- of functioning appears to be largely
that of encouraging obedience to t heLr- delibs,rat ions and goals.
The \rioman's Association (Ladies' Aid, etc , ) is the
last group noted bere but by no means the least in its pur--
pose and ftmction. v'lhile their organizational structure is
quite formal, it gives way to many of the mothering qualities
of the members to Such Qualities are those of being "a provid-
ing mobher-" and "a protecting mot.her ;"
l'he:r tend to see their task in the terms of' IIHart hall
the cares 01' the household--providing dinners and various
sales, supporting the church treasury and equipping the
kitchen, maktng the sanctuary and other rooms both comf'or-babLe
and att;ractive.32
The Rur-aL Church, Hore Than a Church
It is necessary here to ask: lI'lfJhydoes a rural chur ch
exist?H "Who are t he people who make up t he small rural
chur-ch.?" IIIs the rural church more than a church? 'rhat is,
------------------,--------------------.---------------
32Ibid., p .. 330.
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does it find its ~~~ dfetre primarily elsewhere than in
its announced purpose of being the 'disciples of Christ,'
or 'God's Congregation,?ll
While the Christian faith is a cknow.Ledged r-eadi Ly as
the foundation for a f'ull and f'irm lif'e, it would appear that
rural church serves ostensibly as a non-threatening
organization through ""hich people f'ind themselves drawn to-
gether despite their guardedness and fears.
33
In a broad
the
sense, the Christian church is used as an opiate, not to put
the people to sleep, but rat-her to put at rest their inter-
personal fears and conflicts.34 This suggests that the peo-
ple hold the church as a sort of' talisman or charm tL~t will
protect them from ha rm and aid in the perpetuation of the
things which are held sacred to their memor-y..35
The church is seen here as both the Koinonia (or
God's Congregation) and as an idol .. It can put the people to
sleep, lulling them :into indif'f'erence towards self-fulf'illment
and a lack of' c oncern for others, or it can put to sleep their
natural fears, bates and drives, converting this self-centered
energy by fo.rgiveness and acceptance into channels of' service
to God in one I s OvID life and in concern for the viTell-being of
others ..
It ha s been observed already that the Slmday School is
consider.ed the main organization of' the rural church, leading
33canetti, £E.. ill .., p. 15.
34T .. Lynn $mith, 1953, 2£. £l!., p. 452.
35!£!£., pp ..455-456.
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even over the wor alrLp or preaching service.
This :fact is a devastating conrrnentary on both the
pr-eachj.rig ministry and the kind of service vvhich is called
"vlorship e II Some anaue r s are presented to us in the changing
social patterns due to increased mobility of people, in-
creased population in rural areas, consolidation of' rural
schools and increased communication methods ..
Although the r-ural, church is important in many wavs
yet tbe make-up of' the church appears to be changing. The
irnproved roads and methods of transportation have caused the
small communities twenty to sixty miles out from met r-opo.Ldtan
areas to become suburban bedrooms for city wor-ker s , This
suggest s t ha t the make-up of the rural community is greatly
modified and no longer solidly r-ur-a L except in geography. But
this also presents us vIith the probability t ha t the suburban-
rural dVJellers are looking for the firmer roots, and are
finding them in a rural setting.
But the Christian FaLt h as such appear's to serve in a
1:1aynot anticipated by iGS leaders.. People are brought to-
t ' n • 1 t I· • 1- , hur c l • t . 36ge nor- rcr- SOCla con act s va,a ·Cl1.G c ur-cn or gana.za c acn , It
VJould seem t ha t the sociability offered by and through the
church appears both as bhe church's primary service and the
individual's prbnary noede37
Sanderson point s out that the worship service takes
second place to the week-day activities as each neighbor lives
36Nelson, .£2.. cit., pp .. 32LI_,331.
37Ib· " 347~., p , ..
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and wor-ks with his ne ighbors ,,38 He also illustrates hOu.T
the consolida tion of' schools and greSiter emphasis on
higher education has resulted in a wan ing interest in the
"preaching'l s er-vLce ..39 It becomes a moot que stion as to
what those pr-e ach l.ng services two or' more generations ago
were about, how deep or shallow, how suoje ctLve or objective
they were? The goals of' yester-year I s pr8ac.hing ar-e by au
.ue aus answering the needs of the people of' t.oday ,
Returning again to the earlier que st Lon, "Whydoes
the rural church exist?lI, especially when any ministry is
usually part-time or not at all. An interesting view is
entertained in the unpublished thesis of Dean'~Jalker" 40 In
his work it would appear then that the Sunday School is the
I~protest movement." of' the people, thaf '''hile the organized
ticity church smd minister!! have abandoned them, yet God will
never leave them.
The parallels of relationship of the "r-ur-a L church in
gerre r-aL" to the ItPaw Pm'J Church Ln p ar-bLcu'Lar-" are quite
interest Lng and helpful" and will be r-er er-r-ed to la-ter in
the paper ..
38Sanderson, 2l2.. cit., p ,
39 Ibid., P ~ 327.
40vlalker, 2l?" c it." pp ,
315.
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C}-LI\PTER IV
THE PAH PAvJ CHURCH IN THE LIGHT OF
TilE OEDIPUS HODEL
The Church t:~ Farnilz
IvIatriarchal-Patriarcb.al Tensions
Let us f' irs t of' all br ief'ly sur vey t he church con-
gregation :for those in the role of' parents or siblings, as
weL'l as authoritative elements, submissive, passive-dependent,
rebelling and protest elements OJ (See Chart 1).. It 1vill be
helpf'ul here to dr-awfrom Erich Pr-omm+s , 'I1he Sane Society,
by describing the negative and positive aspects of' matriarchal
and pa t r-Lar-c ha L c omp Lcx ..41
'I'rie c haracterizati on of' I! submis si ve II refers to U'lOS e
Vlhoare willing and possibly happy to "go a.Long" vJith what-
ever t be leader suggests. IvIost of these wouLd represent adults
in a sibling role r-at bs r than pa r errtaL r-oLe , Several of the
leaders and some of' the non-leaders are characterized as
itpassivo-aggressive" II and by this term the individual is
portrayed. as possessing some strength in his interpersonal
relationships, respected for his ideas, but he prefers not to
implement his ideas or plans through group discussion and
41Erich Fr-omm,~rhe sane Society (NewYork: Hinehart
and Company" 1955)" pp. L~5-h7•
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pLann.ing , He readily gives up tv-hat may in actuality be an
excellent plan or idea for the Sund ay School or Church.
'I'he organization of the PmI Paw Church provides for
a f'ormal sb r-uc t ur e s omewhat 111:'0 that of a family, but it is
in the Lnforrna L organization of the congregation t ha t "olefind
the fam,ily pattern tha t offers psychical value to the member-
ship.
The pa r-enb aL individuals and couples range from the
forceful to the passively we ak , The most forceful and ag-
gressive are l1r e and I'1rs" TomvVilliamse They cannot be
considered as the strongest, except that they have been in
that; category up tmtil three years ago. 'rhey are organizers,
and deapLbe the feelings of resentment wb.ich they hav e dr-awn
upon themselves, t hey can be considered s t r-orig parental-
f'igures, though at this time they manifest a strong current
of' passive-resistance.
Hrs. South" an elderly liJ01Uanand member of the Session,
is strong, but not an organizer~ She represents the elite in
the congregation, has had a fairly good education, grooms
herself very 1iJell, and is comfortably 'VIell-off'. She is on
the go f'o r- the things thB.t irrGerest her, but as a leader of
the Sunday School and the Ladies Aid bas not demonstrated any
planning ability for program, nor been able to involve othel's.
She bad tended to do everything herself' and it shows..
I\,1r.!,;Iartin stone represents a strong, though passive-
aggressive leader. He is a fair organizer, but does not
radiat e the larger vision needed .for' the superintendency and
the chur-cb,
1'11:'. Hoy Ackerman is strong in some abilities but not
an organizer. His leadership is of the passive-aggressiVe
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type. ~I. . "
r J.S "HIe is a school teacher but reraains r-eLa..tively
unr-eLat ed to church and Sunday SchooL,
11rs. S. Vivian and her two sisters live togethor and
attend \'
chur ch and sunday school with relative frequency. Mrs.
Vivian. t.e aohe e school. 0 i t h t' d f
• ne sse!' .as r e J..re rom teaching.
'lIb. .
e a.r-s is a passive role in the church. The third sister is
an invalid.
11rs. Cathy Eberts is a 45 year old woman whose husband
is near retirement from an Indianapolis plant and farms corn
and soy beans on the side. They have four children, the oldest
being about 23, married and in the service. She is outspoken
and aggressIvo but not an organizer. Hhen she has become put
out wHh a certain member or t"o in the church, she has
verbalized her feelings of anger rather freely and avoided
the
party involved. She helps her husband in the fieldS.
Mrs. l'lack is a women of 40 wMse husband drives a semi-
-cra'lJ. e r for an Indianapolis company.
She has tl~ee children.
One daughter is marriede
ble ..
Ii' she has ideas or opinions she doesn't share tnem •
She is fl....iendly, quiet and responsi-
She seems to relate herself passivelY to the church and sunday
School ..
Ilrs. 11:1.11' is an aggressive ,!Omanof about 70 years.
She has definite ideas and eM artiCulate tnem quito well.
She 11 dis quite intelligent; and fairly t-J8 rea.
She has a
:rundamentalist orientation but does not foist a narrow view
upon 0ther-s • She ha s been sickly s inc e 1 have been at the
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chur ch , Despite this she has been wi11il1.g to help out wher-e
she could. While she does expr-es s her views". she does not
have t he physical stamina to take the tension needed to
follo1-J through a discus sion of diff'ering vLews, She has
coupled an avo idance pattern vIith her aggressive quaLdt Les It
In all this she is still a strong woman in the church but no
longer eI'f'e ct.Lve , She has al.ways maintained good inter-
personal relationships in the church and community.
The next three f'amilies represent those in the church
who could be leaders but have pr ef'e r r-ed not to become involved.
'I'Iie Travises ha ve four children" two of' whomhave
mar-r-Le dt,,~o years ago and one this year e Nrs. Travis has had
to be hospitalized twice f'or depressive feelings but has been
the recipient of' warm personal support by her family and the
communLt.y 8 Her husband r-ar-eLy attends church but is friendly
and able to express himself quite easily. 'I'he children seem
bright and humorously ridicule the Sunday School and the
Church in general. It Has the teen-age son" and only boy in
the :family, who was the focus of attention in the Sunday School
incident. (See Appendix C.)
vJhile his name was not mentioned, his running around
the country on Sunday morning 1...rhileclaiming to be 5_Tl Sunday
School elsewhere created the protest action by IV[rs. 1ATilliams.
I1r. ani Mrs. John South (Mrs. V. Sout h is John I s
mother) are both Sunday School teachers. John is an office
salesman in an .InddanapoLf.s plant. He and his "Jife are quite
well educated, attractive personally, and on friendly relations
with all in the church. 'I'he children, four of them, are bright.
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He seems t a be over ehadowed by his mother and because of' his
frequenting a beer tavern has never received an office other
thari t r-ustee. Religiously" he wo uLd be of value on the
Ses sian. Due to all this, his 1'0 Ie" and that of his Hife,
remains one of avoidance, though both attend Church and
Sill1day .school and are reasonably aggressive in community
functions and such for themselves and the children. '1'hey
repre sent a suppressed element in t he church and potentially
a promise of' f'utrur e gr-osrth and change.
Hr. H.. Pu L'Leri, f'ormer Svnday School Superintendent, no
longer comes to Sunday School 01' Church. He remains friendly
t.owar-ds me and some of the church people. He is t he Naster
of the lVIasonic Lodge for this year. He is a road salesman
for medical supplies to doctors, could be more aggressive,
has some leadership potential, but does not organize too well.
His avoidance of the church and its life seems to have been
sparked by something his brot her-in-Ial.'IT said about hfm or to
him. Harthl Stone, the brother-in-law" said he did not really
lmow why the Pullens .vere not attending unless it; Has some-
thing he had said to or about them some time back. There is
apparently no communLcat Lon even between the brother and
sister. Martin's sister is Mrs. Pullen.
The Ander-aori a represent another of the more intelligent
in the c hur-ch , He is active with both management and union
being employed in a leadership position by his company. Their
r-e La't Lons h'l.p to the church has been passive and with avoidance.
(See Appendix J.)
The remaining members of tbe congregation fall into a
sibling-limbo. Some are friendly and outgoing while others
are friendl-y and not u i .o 'GgoJ.ng. 'I'he r-e are about ten homes in
this gr-oup , It is Lnt er-es't Lng to note a lack of passive-
resistance elements, Hr .. and }vIrs. 'romWilliams are the only
apparent exceptions to this.
1;H·I.:;h this r evLe tc of t he people involved we can pro-
ceed to inquire mope definitely into the interplay of matri-
archal-patriarchal principles ..
Hrs .. vvilliams" in her des ire to have obedience"
alienated herself from several of the youth as well as some
of the adults in the chur ch, Her demand for adherence to
her IrIishes was exacting and aL'Lowed .for no flexibility. She
was basically right as to the best method to use in ascertain-
lng attendance for the honor pins. Such a method is uno.er=
standable and acceptable in other similar situations. She Has,
however, unable to accept or tolerate t he decision of the
f'or-me r- Sunday School Superintendent" Nr. stone.. An d at this
time she sought to discredit his decisions and ini'luence j'·1l"s.
T1ackaway from the system in operation and to align with her
ovm (N1"s. '~Villiams') vLewpod.rrt and mebhod, 111".. stone stood
up for both himself' and the young people by stating that this
was the way that they began, and II If you can It trust the young
people to tell t be truth, then the Honor Pin sys'!:;emis not
worthwhile.lI (See Appendix E.)42
L!2ThiS is the Gist of what; Hr. ,stone related to me.
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Hrs. IVlacksidestepped Hps .. v<Jilliams' viellS saying
that she guessed she would go along "I'Jith the system in
operation at that time. (See Appendix li'.)
I'1rs,. \Iillia.'TIS was obedient to her sense of fair play
but disobedient to t he reality of the sLtuati on. She could
not abide by the leadership of t he immediate past superinten-
dent and in a !tray seemed even to b e envious of his leadership
over "he r- young peopLe;!' She saw herself' as still the leader
of her nO"Jgrown-up class. (See Appendices D and K.,)
Despite the fa.c t that l'1rs. Vfilliams is a mother and
grandmotrJer, she appears to reflect a patriarchal position
in hor leadership.. Obedienco is first in ardor to goodness
for her , F'avoritism is a likely posture for her, though the
only indications validating this appear- when she speaks of
"i'avorite hymns!! and l!favopite Scripturesl1 and in her attach-
ment to a fatalistic interpretation of' pr-edes't Lnat.Lon..
Rationality though, as a principle, does not manifest itself
clearly in her- relationships or expr-essed ideas. On the
distaff side of this cont.Lnuum, Hrs .. \'Jilliams does not appear
to experience any sense of freedom wit hin herself; there is
no evidence of a fraternal relationship Hith her peers or
younger' adult s e 'rhe principle that all are equal is not
clearly dernonst r-at ed positive ly or negatively on her part.
'I'he derision 0:[' the yOUl1.g people t.owar-da her, which
she has managed by her- compulsiveness and determination to
bring upon herself', seems to have troubled her husband, 'rom,
8.S much as it did he r , He saw the young people being dis-
respectful t owar-ds both his ,,"life and himself' by their
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snicker" a.ng at her in the Sunday School business meeting.
The val ue f' t 1 "_ 0_ ne i r- parental ovsrsight v,a.s denied by this
action ru 1 hi -, c:1C " s und.erstandable, though not desirable, response
Has +- -c o order his wife to quit the Sunday School. This
poutincss ca~rl'ed;. over even into t heir Church worship
atJ-e :Iv 11.o.ance.
It oc curred to me later t hat his own experience with
his fatrlBr who bad slapped him dOvIDfor addpessing a gpown-up
by his first name must have dra-VIDfrom him a repressed
instinc·t· ave desire to fight back, and that this repressed
deSire f d 1 . h h I'oun an unacceptable corre ate ].n t e socking . reedom
or ._ "the se young people l'Jho could laugh at authority without
fear of r-et a Ld.atLon ..
}I[r. Tom Williams appears to be caught in a conflict
bet'veen his sensed need for tlfraternity, equality and
freedom!! and loyalty to his vJife vJ'ho incarnates t he opposite
of' t h-1 ".._,~. (See Appendix K.) It ,'lIould almost seem that he and
Tom lIlilliams does demonstrate more the qualities of nurturance
his wife had changed their expected roles.
In many respects
than J_ hG ose of the patriarch.
This could be supported in part
by his readiness to sense attae}:: from aut horit;y and his
defe nsive position in some situations ..
Tom 'G<Jilliams is quite deferential tovlards authority
and tbe c hur ch probably because of his 01.ID parental rela-
tionship vJith his father. He urges church attendance and
membership almost apart from t he spiritual values to be gained
from s uc h.
appr'oval 01~ t.he authorities in the church for his compulsive
+hat he seems to be seeldng the
Thi s is to say, v 1.=
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drive to bring in ne~vmembers. 1rJhile he is a friendly
person and rough in his ways, this attitude has not won
friends f'or h.Lmor the chur ch ,
Hartin Stone, while clarifying his position to the
Sunday school, expe rienced the hostile J'eelings of Mrs.
Williams, and then of Nr.. 1,'Ililliams.. He bore the brunt of'
the react ion mainly becau;_~e he accept ed t he burden ai' making
decisions :for the o'1;hers in Stm.day School. In general he has
preferred -1:;0 avoid disCUSsian on this or other areas of
concern ..
In the early part of' my first year of pastoral wor-k
at the Paw Paw Church, Tom 'vlilliams bad made a statement vJhich
nOH s eems quite relevant in another sense. He described the
people of' the church and s ur-r-ound.lng ccnnnun'lty as "not wanting
to get involved ..!! This Hast; he very att i tude of t be church
people vJhen confronted with the flare-up in the S"lIDdaySchool ..
'fhey solved it by "nof getting Lnvo.Lved ;" Analytically, it
would appear ttnt to become involved ..lith a leader who ,JaS
angry was equivalent to a demonstra"cion or strength against
the s hado..J-figures of one r S parent s , '1'0 3 tay unInvo.lved would
be equivalent to a f'op[(J01' submission "tvith regressive over-
tones, and a denial at' rebellious f'eelings tmvards authorities
LmmedLately involved. 1'1'1ewhole incident as well as much of'
the lii'e of the Paw PmiT Church is progpam.rnedtov.rard a f'am.lLy ,
parent-child relationship }lhich anticipates submission by
some" passive-aggressive behavior by others, and adolescent
reaction (rebelling and avoidanc e) by others.
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Goals and Values
To try and look at goals and values is to seek to
determine trhat; l's ,1-0~ be gained by the regressive responses
of th:lS congregat ion towards life si tuat ions.
Gordon Allpol"t offers a polarity of values that al-
most ap.pr-oxImat es.......,"_ the matriarchal-patriarchal continuum which
Prommde ] -- L13. ve _oped. He writes: r
~elonging to a church because it is a safe, power-
. ul, s~lperior in-groUp is liI-cely to be the mark of
an a.utnoritarian character and to be linked l-Jith
prejudice. Belonging to a church because its basic
c~eed of brotherhood expresses the ideals one
slncerely believes in is associated with tolerance.
Allport IS statement serves well as an introduction to
this portion on Goals and Value s e It seems quite appar'ent
tb.al-· tv he s ear-ch for values is in a HNoHan I s Land, iI and the
battle l'S b t th t"tbeing fought in the choice e VIeen . e rna url Y
needs .p~or new adventul"e and concomitantly a larger life of
servic e, and the needs of the imraature still struggling to
COlUeof age, still over-determining the authority of others
about them ..
The values of conformity and obedience are in support
of t be dependency values of t he mothering in-group vlhich offers
safety and strength to all within the group.
~vhile HI's. ·ltJilliams seems t a demonstrate a patriarchal
atti tude towards the church people , it is remarkable to note
that the church congregation itself neither suppor'ts nor possesses
a strong patriarch.------------------------------------------------------------------------
, L~3GordonAllport, The Nature of Pre judice (cambridge"
Hass. : Addis on Publishing Co., 1954T~ pp. 452-4'53.
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It seems clear that t.he r-e is a sharp distinction
eXist"ang between the family-group por'trayal of the church
1-1£1i 1CQ focuseq 1 1~ arge y upon its own security, and the
fratAr'u 1~ 1. a. values of the brotherbood group of the church
Hh'j hac s eeks to reach out to all family groupS in the com-
mtLl1:i.tyas e quaL d b 11....., an . as rot ers ..
The Spiritual Health of the Church
The isolated vignettes from the life of this church,
Capt ured in the visits, letters and reported meetings appe ar
in th".1S paper as the manifest symptomatology of a condition
1T'l" ,~L1cn is giving heartburn to the beloved community. It is
out fo. such i'ragments of relationships that we can. nOH turn
to assess the spiritual health of this church ..
'I'he question facing us in the st'udy of the psychic
and spiritual health of t he Paw PaWChurch is to ascertain if
and in Hhat way the OedipuS Complex has been resolved" In
di 1"1'_ erent wo r-d s , has the church EtS a congregation nurtured
on .'-'cne milk of the Ivord been able to resolve its ties to
mothering elements of a negative sort and move out towardS
stronger food, towardS establishing new authority relation-
sh" . "l.ps blending with the positive elements of the patr~arch?
One' f 1~ ,'ould expect that it would take the ·>orma group accenting
groUJ) co~ 01 congregational
ind· "l.vl.dualism to create
hold of the in-groUp presently mani:fested by this
discipline" accenting conscience and
the tensiOn. necessary to break the
regr"'s"'"~ v ,lve
chUrch ..
As in the play of OedipuS ReX, it is difficult to
determine who is responsible for the decision to thwart the
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OracJ e t-, hat is ,
development t'o r
to thwart the natural process of personality
the child or IIgroup entity. It
'I'he more critical issue is to r'8cognize and deal "With
the t ensions seeking to effect the balance rather than. to
unrealistically seek to r'esolve a conflict by adaptation,
submission l-no one side of the tension or outright; avoidance
of the difficulty ..
In t he trilogy on oedipus much of the resolution is
Horked througb because the Uncle, cr-e on (a father-figure)
and a mot he r-figure, Oedipus I daughter, Antigone, are in a
cOnversational or dialogue relationship with Oedipus.
The resolution of the polarity of parental forces takes
place then in com.munity onGWO levels, the authority level
UPwards towar-d the parent-figureS and horizontally towards
'I'he incident itself upon which thi.speer r-eLa t·- 1 •a ons m.ps ,
paper :focuses in part becomes a portion of the process to-
wards i P P Ch i-sp ritual growth and health :for the aw aw urCL1.
In s ummary it \-Jill take the motive for spiritual
health .,,,-, b kin" and liv';ncr as a com
.' • .1.L each of the mem ers wor . ~_;, .....0 -
rm.m.ity to find their personal spiritual health, and 'GOmake
alive the Church ..
The
Matriarchal-patriarchal Tensions
The church congrega:l;ion is but one entity in the com-
munity o.f groups in which it existse 'rhe image of the paw
Paw Church is a prestige image in the larger community. n is
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cIa sely linked '!tIi·1-1--:, .!- he _l'Fasonl·clJl':' v L Lodge, and seems to represent
the d· cotL.> aff side of t1rJO distinct organizations in the Lm-
mediat e C ommun L t·v' ,.Tl· t h· n a ' ·1 d lJ" ' J. 'C'TtvO-li1:Le 1"8. US. Neighboring
ChUl; hC groups are Baptist and Assembly of God which are
about p_our miles north of the Paw Pm-I Church. Four miles
east there is a Disciples and a I1ethodist Church.
In the
t1;\TO-rn"1.L e r-ad Lus of' the PaH P8.H Church there are mor-e than 100
homes "'nO. fc..,_... arm families. Hany of these have no church ties
nor do t'-ney desire to affiliate Hith any church.
tvhile the aspect of the Church Cl.S a group-entity or
personal'· , -. It;y has not been closely studied in any depth, an
outs'"d.1. ie r- senses the presence of this group_personality 'Tt,rith
some S ur'pr Lse , as 2_ church umJilling to identify it self as
Cb_r'lStTs church in the vwrlcl. If, as Boyce suggests, the
lonely, isolated and lost soul comes to himself in the com-
m.unity, then it would appear that; a groUP of lonely and
is olpt h h" , .,~ ed souls have founded a community wit VI lcn t ney are
identi:fied, and Hhich reflects be,ck to them their own lack of
ident ity. 4~
0'Oservations on symbolS would lead us to conclude that such a
11 lack of identity" in a church confir'JTIS the view that this
If' ·k' •_ vDl.S
is even partly accurate, then Carl JungTs
group Use s t be church
that earlier state of
b IIto IIreturn to t he worn ,
• ". l.d at J.'on 45pre-J.na.J.VJ- u •
to f'ogress to
----------------------------------------LIlJ-
Jr
'c.
r
. cotton :__no'Jiceon the HWllan Self (Cambpidge,
IJ! dille S L' ar 1'y ,lass.: Har-var-d -Uni~ersit;y presS, 1954), pp .. 2L~7-2Lj-9.
L~5VOl. J Carl Jung,
S, (NeH Yople
mhO] '" of rprans.for:rnation, Collected Harks,
.::J ,-, • .::> -( 2,)1: 261
'aslc Books, Inc., 197
6), pp. ,-0, •
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The statement noted earlier from Gordon Allport pre-
sents both individuals and groupS seelcinS that ,.;hich offers
equalit'T,J safety and a
sar.l. ety a r-e the
povverful super ior e Eq1.1.ali ty and
principles of the mother, and so the power+
'rhere is a
ful SUper"_ lor appears to be also a mother.
speculr b:dive ans wer of ttYesli to the question as to whether
Allpor.t t s statement applies to nhe church at Paw Paw.
A patriarchal figure ~·.rouldimply an authoritarian
stance as a most typical quality, but the aggressiveness seen
in tt·lJ..s c hurc h Ls not directed t01rJards a patriarchal figure
s ,":LUce1'0
.z, such pcrso
n
groUp or committee dominates the church.
A 'dO. to tn' •lS t he ineffectiveness of the officers and teachers
to giVe I-et r-orig Le adership to the church and sunday School,
and one
comes up with the enswer that this group_personality
has not Yet c forue o· age.
The Values Held by thiS Group_personality
The values of the church as a personality appear to
be 1argely in tlw matriarchal area8
Equality as a value ca):,ries with i·o a juvenile need
for nor t ur-anc e in an unc tJ.alleng ing f ronily r-eLa0ions hip. l'/i t h
this state of equality there is little imPetus to reach out
to a larger sense of fraternity beyond itself, to see its
peJ:>sonalUy extended towards others beyond it s own groUp BUd
idellt···p •l~Ylng itself as an arm of Christ.
The Paw paW Churoh, according to its history and alsO
by my seemS to have
observation from personal experience,
Chl~ch or God'S Congregation.
never sensed itself as Christ IS
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Like a child 'LITlHilling to leave home, clinging to
tb.e 1s {irts O.L"'" h'J.S mother, the personality of' this church
perceives safety as a second value and flees to the un-
dem dan i.ng protection of' the local mothering body pat he1"
than mature.
'I'he third value is t.ha t of continuing what might be
descr- ib ed as a spiritual aelinquency toward the call to
Obedience ( or discipline), tOl-lards\ discipleship and a call
to new adventure ..
Despite all this there are elemen·cs directing this
IIper-Sonal' I IIc l·CY t owar-d Spil"itual healtheWhile it is not germane
to thi s study, and bef'ore moving on to the further considera-
tions .. i.t is interest:Lng to observe that the public schools
and the agenc Les o-P + h~ • t 1 iJ.. •~ .... .L v l.JJ:J secu12,r cormnunJ.y p ay a pos ·l"lVe
Yrlotbe r'lng and fathering role for this group and its sur-
l:'°UUd:in[1"commun t c l:l t' ~'; Li.ne ·J..1J.rough_." un a, y througL1 ee uc a Lon , \..,1.SC._p1. , l"
SPorts and ot be z- t d f t n"ty in itsL~ activities and equali y an ~ra-er J. -
Various modes of service to mankind.
Dr. 1'1arie Jahoda, in her book, current concepts ££.
POSit. f~ II/lentIOUHealth presents six major categori.es or
..:J ' Lib
'-teter . . lth rnllnlng mental health or movenlent to\vards he a •
brief' they are:
Elements for Spiritual Health
In
~lth 46Dr• Marie Jahoda, Current conce5ts or posi'iv~Mental----..; (New York: BasiC BookS, !ric., 19 8), p , 22.
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1. Identity -
Category:
The attitude of the individual
t owar-ds himself.
Grovlth, Development or Self-
Actualization
Key 'v'lord
2. Hotivation -
Balance of Psychic
Forces
Decis ion-Hal::lng
Integration
Autonomy or independence oi'
social infl ill nces (Self-
determination or Self-surrender)
Perception of reality5. Ernpa thy, Awar-ene s sof Ot he rs
Adequacy in Personal
Relationships - Envirorunental mastery
6.
':Phemovement towards spiritual health is seen poten-
tially in all of the above categories, and tiwre are elements
in the life of t hds church which are more clearly indicative
of such a positive direction ..
A sense of identity may be developing more clearly as
witnessed in the setting up of road signs to indicate the
presence of' their Wllnarked church.. They are at least planning
for a sign on or in frent of the church.
Tiwre does not seem to be a balance of' psychic forces
vJll"iC h· 1• ..... ~s trill large conceFQ of this papere
The balance that
doe s exist is one favorable towards a matriarchy.
Autonomy has occurred almost by default l'\Thenthe
National rJlissions Committee on t be Rural Church Hould no
longer allow support monies to the Paw paw Church. She is
1l01J free to move in several directions without reporting to
the supervisor, National 1'1is310n8 Committee, and feeling
inhibited becaus e of such oversights. Aut;onomyhas been
encouraged by myself as pastor.
The three q1.JB stionable areas appear to be those of
Self-Actualization, perception oi' Reality and Environmental
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l1aster"'~,1 .. rI'his suggests that there is a need for the
catalytic forces, the pastor and officers in the formal
structtll"e, to r-emotivate to\i.jards tte development of group
avvareness and satisfaction through goals that offer f'uL«
fillment for t.he group. Perception of I1:eality, Hhich is
taken to moan an empathy or awar-ene s s of' others, the it'
needs and :feel Lngs , is a category t ha t clearly affects the
sense of mission and responsibility for their f'e l.Lot« man..
Programmj_ng is needed here, and Hill have to be sparked by
the formal structures of the obur ch , 'I'he last category"
Environmental Hastery" seems to suggest t hat there is a need
:for the Paw Pa'·J Church to t Le the moun.caLn top ecstatic
visions lrJith everyday, earthy experiences in human needs and
relationships, :in wOl"'k, in play and i'riendships.
As one looks over this in t he light of Dr" J"ahodaIS
categories for ments.l health" it seems quite clear that this
has been t he pr-ogram of the larger church for years, which
ha s s omehow been lost to the smaller churches such as the
one at Paw Paw..
VIe have vLewed the Paw Pm'I Church from the "case
et udy " approach and have obtained a fairly empirical picture
of' this church by taking a sampling of the relationships
sustained by her people and studying their spir-itual im-
maturity Ln the light of psychoanalytic approach to the
Oedipus Hyth, t he nature of cr-owds and individuals, the
na t.ur e of tl1e rural church as a cu'Ltur-aL phenomenon. 1Plhile
the study is quite complex, quite limited and Hithout any
statistical data or testing results to reflect to us some
6~_
correlation of our conclusions, tL~re are still some
reasonably valid implications Hhich present themselves.
nnplications of the Thesis
'I'rie Individual Personality and the Oedipus f"lodel
The thesis of this paper seekSi:;o desc r-Lbe how the
dynamic s of t he Oedipus l1yth are operative among the members
of the church. l\10re specifically, it is the intent of this
paper and the thesis to deal 1tJith the personality st r-ug gLe
which Erich Fr-ommperceived as operative vvithin the individual ..
Such a struggle can be expected to make its appearance also
in the social pr oces e of t he congr-egat.Lon as a family.
It appears then that the pastor can look at the
personality difficulties of individuals in his congpegation
as a manifestation of the struggle within the matriarchal-
patriarchal continuum, and operativ~ in the family pelation-
ship of the total congregation or a family-like segment of'
the congregation.
It would be erroneous ·to assume t ha t the struggle
implied something that was evil or sIrifu'L as such. Bather
the struggle can be seen as a portrayal of' the process of
spiritual gro1;Jth in the particular individual. This paper
suggests that both individuals and groups manifest a level
of sp iritual g r-cw t h whLch can be charted along the line of
values and principlos in the rnatriarcb.al-patriarchal continuum.
The ideal balanc e in this cont inuum of' pr-Lnc ip1es is
the blend of the LmJ with GI'ace, the patriarchal legalism
tempered by the mat r-Lar-c haL graces. This balance or resolution
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of the Oedipus Complex is demonstrated in t he life, death
and resurrection of Jesus Christe Not'e abstractly, this
suggests t hat the Christ lJIyth can be observed as an ap-
proaching equivalent to the Oedipus Hyth as described by
Erich Fr-ornm ,
VJhere a congregation f avo r s t he patriarchal stance,
religious legalism seems to rule the day..) Jesus called the
Pharisees to account for this, and we n ow speak of this as
Phar-Ls a Lsm , Jesus t hen redefined the "t'av or-Lt e s ori''
principle seen in the Old r.restament by the phrase "tihe
chosen pecpLe j " as meaning the lIsuffel:'ing ser-varrt'' enunciated
. I ., L~7ari saa.e,n,
vvher'e the people lean to the mat r Lar-c haL posture, then
vie can expect the Lng r own, socially incestuous fa...rnily to be
in control of the congregational life and direction ..
The scene in Gethsemane depicts at least in part the
struggle and r-e aoLut ion of the individual person or group
(church) as he deals with the inner i'orces and principles
claiming as cenden cy 011 er ot.he r f or-c es in the parental
polarity.~_8 AtGbe cross, where Jesus I mother is given into
Joh.nts care, one con sense the reLinquishing of his attach-
ment to his mot her in this act ..49 The burial in the cave of
the earth 1rJit h the conc ommd.t an t nevi b i1."·th 01"' resurrection
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portrays the sp iritual resolution of ma t r tar-cha L attachment ..
1,rJhile the burial, a brief symbolic return to the w ornb of the
L19
r Joh....11 19 :26-27 .. 50Hatt. 27:50-61; 28:1-8.
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great Flother of all men, seems to represent the temptation
to return to the mother in a regressive movee Still this
grave could not cant a In him, and Jesus, resisting this
temptation to regress, rose as the Christ, annolllCing by
his resurrect ion a new birth and happy r-e soLuf ion of the
introjected parental for-ce s of mother and father.
~[1hePaw Pmv- Church and t he Oedipus Hodel
What does all this imply for the Paw Paw Church? At
the ri ak aga Ln of some repetit ion He can make some conclusions
in this.
Just as Oedipus, vJhen he realized his sin, his humanity,
his shame, was unable to accept it or face it and put out his
eyes, so the Paw PmJ Church seems to have blinded her eyes "(:;0
her 01rTn spiritual deficits and her ur:rf,villingness to venture
forth beyond 1:.18 r s eLf to the commund ty about rer ..
The Paw Paw Church accepts herselt' only in part as the
Church. Her .faith in God is closer to trust in a Mother who
is all-providing, t ban in God as the Father of>all, and
Christ as the bnot he r- of' all ..
Realistically, t be Paw Paw Church, like many others,
seems to exist £"or he r aeLf' to She fvnctions lar·gely as a
matriarchy maintaining a family-type of relationship" which
is exclusive in character r-at her than inclusive. She mani-
f'e st s a sense of br-ot he rho od mostly under- the mild pressure
of' the more patriarchal organization about i t--i.,e .." the
regional" state or national body.
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It is to be exp ected t ha t t he struggle she experiences
as t he church in the wor-Ldwill not necessarily diminish,
but 1-Jith increased awar-eriess oi' her role as Christ's Church"
she should expe r-Lence more satisfaction in the involvement
~vhich the s t r-uggl,e brings and the continual resolution at'
the forces or principles in tension.
The implication of this study hints at the need to
take a second look at the place of' wor-sh.Ip, the format of
this s ervic e:l t bat it might become a more satisfactory vehicle
to relate tho individual and the church hers eLf to God and to
the cornmunLt.y near and far.
The act of wor sb.Lp 1:3 secondary toche sense of sin,
seen as rnan in separation f' r-omGod above and God in the
hearts of his fellows~ The Pml Pm,] Church does not seem to
have a distinct conception of her sf.nr'u.lne as as a necessary
part of' her spiritual lif'e, but rather seems to see sin as
f'or-eLgn or irrevelant to he I' spiritual lif'e. ,sin as a
dynamic concept of'l:;he humari being in the process of spiritual
gr-owt.h and T/3[.l turi ty is replaced by a moralistic view of' daily
conduct which is held by many of trill PavJ Paw Church congrega-
tion.
Jus t as Oedipus in the myt h of pe rsonality deve lop-
ment needed to move out from his kingdom upon the recognition
of his spiritual state, and needed to be in conversation with
his uncle, Creon., and his daughter, Antigone; needed t.o move
to a new spiritual level near the city of Colonnus, so the
Paw Paw Church needs to find it self in a spiritual dialogue of'
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action and service (the patriarcr~l-matriarchal continuQm)
beyond its own oor-der-e of' member-sb.Lp lines.
Conclusions
'I'he writing of t;his paper has been over a three year
period partly out of the chagrin of not knowing the situation
too clearly, and partly out of' the value of letting time give
depth and dimension to observations and conclusions.
An attempt was made to develop a questionnaire which
wouLd sharpen up the presence of the JvJ:atriarchal-Patriarchal
continuum in the Pa~vPaw Church and in one nearby rural
church. 'I'he returns on the questionnaire were not satisfactory
and the def'e ct s of the questiormaire which had been developed
became obviously appar-errt , 'l'hGre wa s a willingness of the
people in the two churches to fill out the questionnaire and
return it, and it would seem here that in a study of' this
nature such a questionnaire might i'Jell be used both as an
aid in the study, and as a device tbat would oe of value to
the congregation fo r- conversation and in study gr-oups ,
Inasmuch as the study of the Paw Paw Church via the
Oedipus lVlythhas been one that has given me many insights,
enabled me to r esp on.d less subjectively to the problems in
the church, it would appear to me that the thesis could serve
other ministers very we LL in this way. 'The one problem, that
is real enough to be a barrier, is that the use of psycho-
analytic materials has aLway s been suspect in the areas of
f'aith. Also there aret;hose individual ministers who wou.Ld
tend to misappropriate the insights by failing to make the
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transitions i'rom psychiatry to the spiritual life of the
individual involved.
It is not di fficult to perceive t be church in the
social capacity of being a mother vlith!;he mothering
qualities 01' nur t ur anc e, education and guidance being
dominant.
vlha t is dii'ficult for the minister as shepherd of
his i'lock is the task of viewing the church as a female
figure, and particularly a mother-figure. It is more dii'!'i-
cult to perceive tbe LY1cestuous quality in the spiritual
lil'e of' people who have become ingrown, who have accented
the needs of the Lmme d.Lato church f'amily and frankly by-
passed the r'esponsibility for others outside the church .. The
mothering church seems to say: TINy children need me as the
local mothering group to provide shelter, comf'or-t , and pro-
tection for them ..H
At the at her end of the continuum, the patriarchal
church, with it s primary emphasis on obedience, hierarchy and
discrimination, does not appear as capable of providing a
solution.
NeLt.he r- the matriarchal nor the pa triarchal church
appears to present her people ~vith a basically Christian ap-
proach to life. The provincial culttwal need seems to have
displaced bhe Chris tLan emphasis. Such a cultural need would
be observable in the relationship of' the adult leaders t owar-ds
their own par-errcs , From such a relationship one could anti-
cipate strong, unac.ceptabLe feelings of' hostility towards
parents and thence to other authorities in the church. '1'he
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adults t.empor-ar-LLy resolve such f'e e lings by controlling the
Chur c r:) 1 1~In e .. m' 1 h I J1 . . It' l' ._.... .rne cnure, oca.i y, :tscne or.em : agur-e
cf'f'e r-ed up by the leaders as a !!living sac r-LfLce" to deny
their hostility, and attest to their willingness to become
subservient to the LocaL congregation and it S vlishes e Such
subservience or submission seems to carry regressive over-
tones from both a matriarchal and patriarchal posLt Lon, The
matriarchal picture, however-, dominates here even though it
shares some patriarchal factors ..
It is interesting to note some validation 01' these
conclusions in the Paw Pm! COIID11Ul1ityby the polarity of!:;wo
forces, t hs Church and t he JlIasonic Lodge. The regressive
elements of the HotherinP' Church at Paw Paw 1rJith the entice-
D
ment to undii'f'erentiated living s tands out in marked polar
contrast to the Lodge with its empha sLs on tL1BPatriarchs
and its highly symbolic rituals accenting authority, order,
obedience and Ln.dependeric e or thought ..
frhe goal of'the Church of Christ to "r-et.ur-n unto the
Lor-d" is read in terms of'trlB regressive impulse of the
people to Jireturn to an earlier state.lI That the maintenance
of distinctions becomes intolerable is manifested in the
emascu.LatLon ot' the various off'ices by denying the strength
of a disciplined system t brough avoidance or scheduled meet-
ings, inadequate r-o cor-d keeping and the use of' impromptu
congregational meetings as though tho church family were mor-e
adm LnLst.r-at LveLy appropriate than the elected officers. The
employment of' discipline and reason serves to remind the
congregation of their' human limitations and the:tr lIDoearable
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differences. The only dix)ection in bhe tace of such
obstacles appeal'S to be :~incestn in the psychic life of' the
group whi ch denies the existence of any potentate, be he
.father, ot'i'icer, minister or the administrative organiza-
tion Ol~ the church. 'I'ho return to :mother (incest) appears
then not only in the resistance to authority or rulership
as not ed above, but also in the over-determined vaLue placed
on equality, freedom and fraternity~
Tho goal of this church or any church in particular
is to blond the mature elements of' both ends oi' the
ma(:;rial"chal-patriarchal eont Lnuum, Such a process of'
maturation ought to involve three processes in concurrent
operation:
1. Discipline--an involvement of people in an inter-
personal relationship to the church authority above
their local church, and to the responding presence
of' the church within each person of'the PaVlpal..f
ChuPch..
2. Dialogue--an inter-relati onship of' these people in
which t hey seem themselves as t he confessing com-
muni ty; a ccmmundcy t hat confesses i t s weaknesses
and shares its s tpengths; a communl ty that becomes
aVlare of' its horizontal relationships (person to
person), but not without the vertical relationship
(person to God in Christ).. Such a dialogue m:tght
necessarily begin via discussion groups composed of'
the leavening elements within the Paw paw Church.
The dialogue can be enlarged as the need to hear
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what others (outside the local chur ch) are saying
about life and f' 9.ithe
3.. 'I'he use oi' symbolism has been intenEli ve in this
paper, dLr-ect Lng our attention both dynamically and
dramatically to individual and group responses to
daily life and its mythological significance.
Symbols, orehe use of art forms, t r-an.scend time,
place and person for us, and br-Lng us to a different
dimension of life whl ch may be called ttWorshipll
though often secularly referred to as "inspiration.Q
The Paw Paw Church has us ed symbolism of a r-egr-es»
s Lve nature 8 This has been apparent in the ap-
pearance o.r the building being both without a name or
s:Y111bo1of a church such as a cross or spire. It has
been furt bel' a.ppar-enf in t he leadership and apparent
lack of Christian goals in the Sunday School. (That
'tsalvation!! is considered a goal, is to my mind a
general term which is prized for its unspecificity,
and seems to carry an intra-personal rather than
inter-pers onal meaning for t he pe opLe , )
Regres si ve elements ha v e a l,s 0 been pre sent symboli-
cally in t he lack of' Holy Conununion between the
people themselves, and t he paucity of attendance at
the Lord's Supper. In the same light, the worship
service itself' is perceived in terms of howmuch the
minister gets paid .for each Sunday. An unusual
decision was made this year (1966) to have a Good
F'riday Service instead of an Easter Service.. In this
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way they would only need to pay the minister for one
s e r-v: lee and avoid paying an extra $20eO
O for the
additional servic8e
It· ta s 0 be expected that the involvement of the
con~regat' "d"c» ::> Lori In lscipline and dialogue vJOulc1lead
to a new sense of worship, a reviving or renevdng,
a making alive the symbolS of faith such as the croSS
of .sacrlfice and redemption, and the cup of fellow-
ship and service.
£'0 ruse in t hi s paper, by and 1arge di d not deal
With qcynamics so much as vJith administrative techniques.
It is recognized t bat the rO may be e"tant books "hich the
chUrch 1("J.8. S
put out re cent ly >J hdch are more tot he point in
this
rnh 'J. e oest rna terials written on the rural church c ame
f.l::'orn ' 1
. 1:; De field of Sociologye
1 SUt'Veyed
Areas for Future study
'rhe w-ritingS by churchmen, which
matter. This paper, however, is not as much concerned
With the .mi.nl s t.e r- .f2!E. E::. as 'wlU, the Oedipus l-1yth and its
oPera tl'. on' In the rural church ..
Since it appears tbat some of our best leadership comes
f.t>orn t·he rur-al areas it would seem to me tbat our church
1 'e8.der'" ha h'l
d
" ve treated t he rural c'lUrches as soep-c' r-an
Offering
them the dregs of service and materialS wlliell were
not; readily adaptable in tlle smaller cllur
ches of 100 members
or 1 esse
The study of tllis particular rural church based on the
of Oedipus Rex baS posed many interesting and searching
7L~
questions. F'our such prominent concerns are: (1) 'the
obvious problem of' 1I1,1[hyt he rural church tends t-owar-d
maternal dependency?"; (2) the use of symbols by the church
which eLt.her- carry it f"orvmrd toward greater maturity 01" tie
it back to neur-c tLc immaturity; (3) the kind of myth a
particular church may be seeking to live out (viz., the
Christ myth or some other myth as a reasonable or even in-
effective substitute fop the Christ myth); and finally
(4) the role which the minister plays in the IIliving-out
mybh" of the church whLch he pastors.
It wou.Ld seem tome t bat ministers could be helped to
evaluate their role in the church. Such a study would serve
to relieve the minister of much anxiety about his flock and
their complex concerns, difficulties and problems by focus-
ing his attention and energies on the backdrop of the church
as a family and as a group-personality~
The theological value for both pastor and congregation
of seeing their i'aith more dynamically operative in daily
life suggests t he need for a new approach to Chr'istian educa-
tion. The academic and historic approach in our church
schools and their literature does not alloH for a relevant
reading and comprehension o:fthe Christian message of sacri-
fLc e and redemption, of what E'I.ton 'l'r-ueb Lood bas so often
rei'erred to as Ilsacramental living .." Such a program of
education woul.d vt ake , for instance, the problem of sin and
treat it as appropriate to the context of everyday life, rather
than an intrusion wh.Lch can be identified, catalogued and cast
out of' life ..
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'I'her-e is an area that intrigues me and 1rJhichfurther
study Houle} likely be both interesting and productive. This
is the study of the dynamics of w or-shi.p and the calling into
question of t he present formal pattern of wor-shLp which now
seems to be a so r-t of rehearsal .for what is considered the
appropriate manner in w hd ch God is worshipped and man re-
conciles himself to his f'eLLowman in confession, forgiveness
and service.. 'I'he present order of corporate worship too often
becomes a reversal of Christ's commandto !tgo into all the
world ..H There is a need f'or the organized particular church
to decentralize its vlOrship and educational programs while
maintaining the ne ces sary centraliz ed adminis trat ive st r-uc tur-e
and planning to continue its program in the communitye
Lest I go f'urther and begin to suggest that this study
carries implications calling for changes in the cur-rLcu'Lum of
our seminaries, I shall terminate this paper by stating that
studies in t he field of the esthet ic s .1' t he apt forms and
symbols may Hell lead us to new vLews and appr-ecIa t Lon for
man's ever present need to worship his Creator.
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are reasons why we should b f dl .J... f 1 t o the te pro oun Y graveu area
Head of the Church i'orthe omens of good He find in the con-
gregation .. I have visited 18 families and have been most;
cordiall';r.; received L"1 all of them. The most discouraging
feature I see in the work Is a carelesS indifferent spirit in
t'egaJ:>dt o the interests of the church. I ask you 'co devise
somemethod by which there may be infused into your member-
ship a mor-e loyal spirit for their church ..'
, .. " " I am happy to report that you have an inter-
It is not as well attended by your
est ing Sund.ay School.
member s as it should be; your own lv!sdoml'fill Suggest the
proper 1egislature for this line of work without any sug-
gesti ons from me ,II.. .. ..
APPENDIXB
A CONGHEGATIONALlIIEETING--AUGUST 25, 1963
On August 25th, a Congregational Meeting was held at
the Paw Paw Church. The purpose was to cons ider ways and
means for the purchase of a heating plant.
'llhe Trustees presented some information on costs and
the installation of the plant and two men, from a nearby town,
1rJ"erepresent to discuss the kind of plant they were willing
to put ill ..
It was apparent that it would take more money than
many had expected, about ;1~2,,500.00.
11he following Sunday, Sep·1Jember Lst , I Has at a young
people r s conference and church service was conducted, I be-
liev~by a former pastor.
A Congregational Heeting to be held was called, with-
out advance notice, following the worship s er-v Lce , 'rne
Trustees, Elders and congregation voted to borrow the money,
three of the officers signing their names to a note for this
money.
No called con~ittee meeting was held by the session or
Trustees prior to this Congregational Heeting and follm·J"ing
it" no one inf'ormed the Pastor :for t\VOor three sundays of the
action that had been taken.
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COMl'1EN'rARY ON THE CONGREGATIONAL HEETING
AUGUST 25, 1963
10
I
Pollov.n.ng.. rmr"'-'; hearing of this meeting, which Has at
if not three weeks after september 1st, Ileast two weeks
f 'ound myselft angry and chagrined that no thought had been
a.ken to
t
follow an orderly procedure in any way with respect
o the matter of borrowing money- No planning vIaSdone that
I know of nor wer e the people adequatelY informed of the
forth coming meetinge
Ther
e are two wa~ of looking at t~s action: First
of a.ll 't, 1 does appear as though there is a flauntlng of
au.thor" t1 Y on the surface In the unordinal'Y way in w~ch they
proceed eO.; secondly the action vJas done vJith not too much
eq ,
tlalit 'y- out a great deal of fraternity and liberty.
To sum it UP here again one sees a grOUp of people
acting in ~,community with a fair amount of agreement and yet
almost'Ph unable to accept an orderly procesS in their action.
. ere i " .
S
s no record at thiS t:Lmeof tbe above meetJ.Ilg of
, ept ember 1 fst. The only records are those of the names 0
the t hree officers on the promissory note for $2,50
0
•
00
to
Pa"'" roJ or the heating system ..
APPENDIX A
TH.E HISTORYOF'THE PAW PA,,! CHURCH,
1858--1958, AN EXCERPT
tI.. .. .. Rev .. 0 .. C.. Hawkins was fol10Hed by Rev , A. VI.
HavIkins and he likewise left a complimentary notation Upon
his leaving. Dated October 20" 1875" he wrote, 'I take my
leave 01~this congr-ega tlon vfhere I have labored wit h Some
degree of pleasure and success i'ox' three years.. :f.1ayGod's
blessing attend them during the future.'
Of a different nature traa the far-ewell notation of' a
pastor a short time later, in 1ihich he wrote, 'This d.ay mY
connection closes 1'1fith the Pm'l Pate congregation. The past
year has been one of' great embarrassment to both preacher and
pe opLe, For years family difficult ie s have been sink:i.ng t ne
congregation. In addit ion financial trouble has disabled the
congregat:I.on so as to cause it to give up the engagement ot'
a preacher.. In retiring it seems but reasonable to say- tb.at
I fear the c ongregat ion is entire ly done.'
But in s pLt.e of' such dire prediction t he congt>~pa.t ion
'0
was not done. .1:\ new pastor viaS engaged and the churc b.
continued ..
.. .. .. In 189LI_Rev. J.. B. Hadlock made the foll.oW-inS
report to the session, 'Dear Brethren, in my 1'i1"'st re})ort to
you I cannot say woo. t I would like to have said, but there
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APPENDIX C
LETTER FROM IvIRS.\vILLIAMS, 1',1ARCH 19, 1962
Rev. Alexander:
There are two or three things I wished to write you
about. First" ttGood Friday" services--1ong ago I mentioned
it to you. Tom -vJisl.1edme to drop them along l'>lithmy S..S.
work but Good F'riday is church primarily not So.S. They \vere
started by me and I have always done them. If you wish to
have them" I have told Tom I want to go ahead ivith them. I
always asked permission of :lvIr'. Stokes (he got permission of
Elders) he worked with me every year, but one, that year I
got the minister from Greenfort. I presume if you want to
have the service you will wish to bring it up at April Session
meeting which would give time to work them up. If not then
I'll drop my part of them. I'll enclose an old program and
you'll see that it is carried on by young people in 1st. part
and turned over to you for a short sermon, prayer' and com-
munion service--just however you want to do it.
Tom said you mentioned Palm Sun. and Easter perhaps
you would prefer stressing those and leaving out Good I"riday.
Then Tom said you talked about music or especially
singing. lIe are not outstanding Singers here but I have used
them--I know who sings or willt;ry. Also two years I had a
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Some o~ younger ones can si~g and I have always used
them in G R• _ ..and Easter.
grouP--sort of choir sing, last year for Easter morning and
011e yea.r for Good Friday, and it was very nice, but iti takes
Pl"'odd'mg and pushing.
fUl).
We even managed a quartet (not wonder-
I have always had trouble with an organist. Generally
hav-e fallen back on my daughter wOOis here around G. F. and
Easter .. ALso have stepped out and E!lport~ so t o speak
.2)·"ganist~ .from else'tV"here.
One more thing-"'You will
b he banjo--ltV'hynot a duet from you? If yOU
to lead the
group and work with them amsure they would
help"
one. But you
says you play
cared
and your wife are both lovely singers and Tom
We have no song leader nor am I
never know hOH badly I felt
abOU'-li givit' - ng up my class ..
neil"'good times etc.
iirong but"G Rev. Alexander we still believe no S. S. should be
l"un bY a select
Pins unfairly.
ShOUld be
I organized it, built it up, planned
run as fairly and honestly and uprightly as any
other organization.
remain.
~. no Sec. report and giving of attend~e
I believe a S. S. is an organization that
These said conditions are tber
e
and will
Thank you for tal<ing my class, for the nightly service
you are givlng and I hate to admit it but I still love them
and d
o wish them well. Thank you for Hstening to my letter.
Weboth
like you as our pastor, are with yoU in whatever yOU
"Wish to do. '. the rig·ht ..He are both worke rs end pushers lOr
SincerelY,
Ruth Williams
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COr1MENTARY ON THE LETTEr? FRO},I IvIRS. IHLLIA11S
DATED :f'1A..BCH 19, 1962
Mra, l'lilliams has a kind of' all or nothing approach to
the work of' the chur-ch. She is willing to do what she wants
to do and, if I am not in agreement, she is willing to simply
give it UP8 More specifically, it is her service on Good
Friday and she sees no need of cooperating with me or vice
versa. She is conducting the whole thing. '1'he general Im-
pression of the :first part of' this letter is that I1rs. 'Vlilliams
has a patriarchal (and/or autocratic) approach to both the
church program and to people involved.
Hith respect to her comments in the last tvro para-
graphs, it becomes again apparent ti~t she, as well as her
husband, have a patriarchal approach to the kind of service
they have to give to t be cbur ch , The emphasis on the fair
and uni'air is not related to a sense of equality but r-at he r a
sense o:f Law and order, in that she :Celt that one of the young
people (and possibly others) were fibbing about their attendance
at other churches on Sundays, that they did not attend at Paw
APPENDIX D
IHTERVIE';J HITH HRS. T. 'vJILLIPJlS, DECEHBER29, 1962
I1rs. Williams came to the door in response to my
knock" saying tlOh, it's you, Rev, Alexander, I heard a car
dr-ive up but I thought it was someone else. Hell, come on
Ln , 110m isn't here .." Wewent into the livingroom arid she
asked me hotc I liked the renovation of' the t't-vorooms with
the new wall to wall carpeting. It looked very attractive.
We talked about Christmas. She observed that my da"ughter
was not along this time on my vLsLt , I said, UNo, not this
time .I.t
I launched into t he sub ject t hat I was wonderin.g if'
she would give me some idea as to what the disagreement l..[as
in the Sunday School some time last February or March.
Hrs. W..: 1I\'Jell, I'll te 11 you one thing.. I am at the root
of it all.. You ",rant to hear- about this? vJell, I'll
tell you the whole thing--that will satisfy your
curiosity I suppose.
(Cornment: She seemed to be saying t hat she vJas
not going to recognize that I had a pastoral
purpose in this visit, a Imost denying the
possibility of a pastoral purpose by saying
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"That 'Hlll satisfy your curiosity-- ..'t
Did someone send you here to see me about this?"
111"'.A.: uNo. I got this note from you last spring and I
knew something was 'tv-rong. Nr. tJilliams bad
menti oned tb.at you \-Tere a little concerned about
something and you had quit Sunday School. I will
say this" last September I talked with 1111's.Mills
about my c cncem that something was amiss. She
gave me a general p.Lct.ur...e of' who all wer-8 involved
and that it was regarding Sunday School pins.
}lrs. IV.: "\vell, it all began about three years ago , Mr. stone
announced that they were going to have pins for
attendanc e in Sunday School e This Has alright" but
then he said they could miss four times during the
year as long as they were attending some other Sunday
School or church. Then he said they didn't need to
have a written note from the teacher or mj_nister at
the other church, they would just tell their teacher
here and that woulo_be all'"Lgtrb, I stood up and said
I thought they should bring a vvritten note from the
church where they went and present this to their
teacher be r-e, \VeIl" this came up again this last
spring. Doris Hack was superintendent this year and
Hr. stone was just determined he was going to continue
vdth the pins because they are rive-year pins. Doris
had told me she was not going to listen to him but
she did anyhow. So Doris said in Sunday School that
they were going to continue with the pins for
attendance and if ther-e Here any absences, they
should just tell what; chur ch they had been ab , So
I stood up again and said what I Jchought was proper,
that they should bring a note from tile Sunday School
or church they had been at. Jorm South, Lucy Stone
and some of the others laughed about it and they
dLdntt think it was necessary. Even some of the
older young people, like the 'l'r-av Ls t , laughed about
it.. This rrade Tommad. He told me later when we
got home t ba t he Has not go ing to have anyone laugh-
ing at me and t hat I should quit teaching Sunday
School. Naybe I should be pr-oud that he feels that
way, but I didn't want to give up teaching, but I
felt if that was the thing to do, that's what I'd do.
(Corrrrnents: Hrs .. \\lilliams ordinarily talks very
fast vuth clipping wor ds and expressions. One
would get bhe feeling on this particular visit
that she talked fast in order to say vJ"batshe
thought l-Jithout holding back--as though she want ed
to get it off her chest and have done with it.)
The thing is tbat :tJIr'. Stone listens to Lucy andF'ranlc
Eberts listens to his l:vife and the Pullen's are
relatives to the stones so it's .just a solid group
here tbat is determined to have their way.
I know, Reverend Alexander', that you think a lot of
the Travis t and you think a lot of Doris Hack and
Linda and you think a lot of the Eberts, but I am
just telling you how I feel. I'm just not going to
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IVIrs.,\Ve:
hold back anything. You know I have been just sick
all year about all this. Every time I go to church,
it has just been to face this e !!
!lyou kn01.-V,I have been wondering a little bit about
how this matter of Sunday church wor-ship, the prayers
and the sermon has entered Lnt o this. Did this seem
to help at al1111
(shaking her head)
}VIr. A ..
church service at all ..
I just could not enjoy the
I just think about all this.
f1r-. A.
It' 3 just like a big cLoud , tr
!tHowdo you. t hdrik this might be wor-ked out 7 Have you
thought about this 711
11rs.. 'vJ~: "Yes--you know, of course, that I like to have my way
and maybe I'm at fault in that way. I feel that iI'
they wou.Ld just do this, this way that i't would work
out.. I felt maybe by the end of the year' thin.gs
would work out and '!rJecould all start new this new
year, but I don't know..It
ItYou lm.ow I have been wondering--has anyone everMr ..A ..
suggested that this be brought bef'or e the Session1u
IVIrse 1;v.. : "Now that's f'urmy , I told Tom that this should be
brought up to t he Session and I told him several
t Lmes , But he said, 'No,' and that this was not to
be brought up and he was not going to do it. II
I1r.. A. \lIt seems to me this would be a big help and take the
burden off a lot of people. 'I'he Session's concern
and responsibility is with the spiritual life 01' their
people and they are responsible for the Christ;ian
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educat ion work of the chur-ch, t'lfhat bot her-s me is
that this did not come to my know.Ledge or- the
Session's at all. No one has seen either me or the
Session.lI
Hrs .. VJ.: "Now , another thing--I have had the Good F'riday candle-
light Communion service for ye ar-s , I brought that
servic e back fr-orn another church that I used to
attend" Everyone has t ur ned out very well f'or this
servic e and have a.Lwa.ys liked Lt , But this last Good
l"riday it seemed as I:; hough Doris Hack was just deter-
mined to be underhanded, if' you don't mind my saying
so. She seemed to almost deliberately go arolli~d and
try to find out vlho had a copy of this service. She
checked in Covertown and ot her places and then sbe
lined up the Job I s Daughters and just told me one
Sunday she was bringing them in for the service ..
Vlell, I was completely floored--I didn I t know wba t
to say ..11
·fJI.l:'. A.. IIHowdo you think that could be handled again this
year?1t
111"'88 VJ .. : \'Well, would you want it this yeal'?"
HI'. A. : "Yes, I think it Hould be good" Howcould it be
handled so we wouldn't run into this difficulty aga Ln?"
H1's.. w.: !lWell, I'll go ahead and plan to do it this year t hen ..11
(CoI1Unent: She seemed at this point to be without
any insight as to how sbe might modify her approach.)
Hr ..A. n'\,vould it be possible :for you to pull in the Sunday
School Superintendent, one o:f t be teachers and
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yourseLf and form a committee to take care of this
service? You all could perb.aps outline it and then
present a rough outline to the Sessions ..n
FIrs .. H.. : lI\~ell, if' you wo uLd like it. I think 1rJecould do
bhab , I tll plan on it"
NOH there's another thing. I have been with the
young pe ople eve ry since they have been 1ittle kLds
and plan things for them. 'PhLs year, I pLanne d to
t ak e them ice skating. Tom wouLdn t t take a load
this time but I went along anyway , It seems as
t hough the young people now moe all of' a mind to
go their own way. 11
(CoIl1.ments: Mrs. iiVillia.rns seemed to indicate in
many ways that she had lost same kind of hold of'
leadership which she had over the young people
and other young adults in the church e)
H,Just looking back on some of this, I think He getIVlr .. A ..
a pretty f'aLr- picture here of what people are like
in any situation. I see it in schools, lodges, in
almost any group--tl1.is matter of how people meet
pr-ob'Lerra and resolve bhern, ~1Jyown feeling would be
that the young people were not laughing at you at
all, but tha t more likely they were Laug hdng unde r-
the excitement of seeing their elders fight with
one another.
vJhat I run saying is tha t perhaps a large part 01'
this problem is a matter of authority. In many ways
you represent the maternal f'igure and it seems as
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though t his is not only true for the young people
but also for some of t he young adult s ,"
llilrse ifl.: I11:Jell, yes, I can see t ba t , I think this is tir-ue;!'
Hr. A. : It\"leall have an abundanc e of programs on radio and
'rv trn.t beLp to take off some of our angry feelings,
but; it's something different when you come face to
face wit h it. It seems as though this whole problem
is feelings of anger t01tlards someone in authority.
]\ly own feelings wouLd be that they probably are not
angry viith you but you become a kind of person on
whom they can displace their anger and retaliation
rather than on their own mother- or par-errt s s "
(Comments: 'I'he Stone's, Hack's, Ebert·s, South's
are all in the young adult group and the se are
people whom she h13..S been unablel:;o control or
manipulate ..)
Mrs. 11/.: (laughing) t~Well, I think you have a point there.
l\1aybe I should see a psychiatrist.,lt
lVIr. A. : 1I\1e11, at ~~25.oo a visit, I don't mow if you would
be seeing one for very longelt
(Co~nents: I feel this statement of hers was
perhaps the first connection that she was be-
giru~ing to make--some kind of a tie-in between the
dynamic s of the si tua tion and her 01.ID emot Loria.l,
involvement. It is interest ing that she sees the
psychiatric angle much quicker than she sees the
religious element.)
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"You know it is almost as though He see this
business of Adamand Eve, Cain and Abel and others
allover again in our church life as '!trell as in
other areas of lif'e e II
Hrs. W.,' lI-l'Jell, I h . t b '. ave JUs een so sick o~ this. I feel so
terrible about it thac I made up my mind if things
were not any different by the end of this year> I
would just quit.. In fact, I wasn't going to come
Mr. A ..
to enur-e h on Sunday ..
"S0illlds like maybe you have changed your mind. You
come to church and suddenly yOUcome to see the
distinction between lJhat ought to be and what is
not, betH'een righteousness and sin ..
It's my feelj..ng, NI'S. vJilliams, that if you look at
this, not in terms of h01rJyOUare involved in a
particular problem, but seeing this as a problem that
has always faced people--like Isaiah in the Old
'festmn
ent
, we find ourselves saying: 'Lord, I am a
person of unclean lipS and unclean heart. ,II
1\1r8" \11] .. : uvlell, Rev. Alexander, maybe things will work out.
I'll tell yoU hoWI am--I'm just like an ostrich, I
stick rrr:! head in the sand, so I don't see it. It
Mr. A.: nIt seeras to me that with the church there is always
a need for' a kind of order, not perhaps just an
authoritative kind of order, but order or procedure
by which people can work out problems and do the
things they want done.
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As I see it, the Session is going to have to take
control and insist that any pr-obLems involving the
spiritual life of b he ch ur-oh be brought before them
and handled by them. The Session's next meeting is
to be one with the Trustees. If they can get the
idea in this meeting tbat the Session is t he one who
is going to call the numbe r-s and have control, that
this will spread to all t he other people and they
will begin to realize that no one person is dictating
to the others. II
£lIrs. W .. : 1I\1[ell, I think that ~vill be a good thing ..If
(Commerrt s i By this time I Has getting ready to
Leave , I stood up and she continued talking a little
mor-e po sdt LveLy , I considered suggesting that He
might close our v LsLt tilth prayer, but I thought
differently about it as I considered the fact that
worship did not mean anything to her, t ha t she had
not sought grace in order to relieve the situation
--add to this t.ha t she did not; ask for prayer ..
This closed t be interview.
Conclusion
I told ]\1rs" vvilliams t hat I wo uLd be visiting the other
people whom I 1'elt; we r-e involved, that I would like her to
know I would not be commenting on wbat she had said. She ex-
pressed apprecia tion and said she wan t.e d me to go ahead and
visit t be se people but keep her name out of' it as far as what
she had to say.
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There are some parts of this visit tbat would make one
feel as though IJIrs.VJillia.ms had been harboring some kind of
a system of thinking and possibly she has but it isn't so
tightly l-Joven t;bi-J..t she is tUlable to unravel it ..
I did not try to follow the Hogerian sys tem of
reflection of thoughts or comments expressed by the parishoner
but t'ather :followed a more spon(:;aneouS approach of' permitting
ti:lis woman to know how I view the si.tuation. I felt that in
being more objective myself that I could help her see bhe
impact of this more clearly ..
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COI'fi.ffiNTARY ON~eHE VISIT WITH:t-1HS. ~lILLIAMS
DECElcIDEH29" 1962
:Perhaps one of the significant portions of this visit;
comes in the first few wor-ds of lVII's.. Williams, wherein she
confesses " .. .. " I am at the root of it all ..
.. .. I
represented at this point an accepting father authority,
which seemed to relieve her of a burden, which burden I was
not fully aware ..
Near the first of the visit" lvII'S. Williams expresses
her sense tbat there is a !lsolid groupll that is in a struggle
to have their vJay rather than to give in to her way. There
seems to be resentment in the statements that the respective
husbands listen to their 1tJives and that she lmo'tfS that I
thjnk a lot of at least three or the se families. One gets
the impl"es
s
ion that rvIrs.. Williams is alone and possibly lonely.
To apply the thesis of this paper to her attitude, it
would seem almost as -thOught;here is a patriarchal jealousy
toward some of "these people, and "the impression is quite
apparent to me that she "has a claim" on the members of' the
church, even though they don't accept the claim.
Earlier in t;t.lB yea]'!', I had sensed that there was some-
thing aWry in the church and had, specifically, written sermons
to apply to .the life problems that we face and to the proving
or our :faith as we are enabled not to avoid diff'iculties but
to deal ,Ji t h t hem. It" as on this basi s that I asked Hrs.
Williams as to hoWthe church service and prayers heLped her.
'rhat she could say so :forthrightly that they were o:f no benefit,
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at first bec cmes a depressing bit of knowLedge for :me8.S the
pr-eac her , Howcver , as one applies again the concepts in-
volved in t he thesis of this paper" it becomes quite clear
t hat Hrs .. vvilliams cannot really ltV"orshipGod in terms of the
Christian faith. This is to say that for her the Christian
message blending t he equal ity of' all men with respect; and
love for all men '\-lith the patriarchal elements of Law and
order has not taken place ~ To push this further, one could
almost say with a fait' amount of confidence that; this woman
is spiritually immature and is, in the ideas of St. Paul,
still under the uschool maat.e r ," She has not been able to
"c r-uct.f'y the old Adam..n
There is one ot her area that seems to validate the
above comments on r1rs .tcJ'illiams and this is the Good Friday
candlelight CommunLon s er-vIc e ',.Jhich she has had for ye ar s at
the Pm-J' Paw Ctiur-ch , It has been my Lmp r e s sdort each Good
Friday that I have been at this Church t hat Mrs * Hilliams has
seen the Good Fr-Lday servic e as her opportunity for self
aggrandizement or the seeking of the approval of the Church
leaders, inasmuch as there is an obvious absence at: any con-
cern for the meaning of Good .F'riday with its emphasis or
If self-sacrifice It (not my will but Thine be done). I have
gone away each Good F'riday vIith Mrs. 1JHlliams' words ringing
in my ears--ItThis is my .favorit e hymn , It "This is my favorite
sc r-Lptur'e j " nThis is my favorite home"II A sense of humility
and trust in God is clearly a.bsent in her leadership at these
servic es ,
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To stl!l1.rnarizethe above once more, l\lIrs. Williarns f
f'a Lb h
is close to tbat of a child performing at the Christmas
or Easter exercises.
This bas been attested to by t'VJO of' the church
o:fficers and one non-member of the church speaking to me,
privately .. One of these elder-ofi'ieers said that 11rs.
\I'.rilliams had told her that there was no point in conducting
the Good F Ld . 1 t
r-a ay servJ.c €I un €ISS you go some pe r s anal glory
out of it.. The officers seem to feel that the franlmess of
]vIrs,"Williams carried no insight "t-Tlt;hit ..
I find myself sl1arply aware of a lade on her part of
any kind of communion with her fellow-man, 1.e., her friends,
neighbors and others inohe church. Jler one reference of
support outside herself is not God nor her friends, but only
her husband.
Aceor-ding to Carl Jung's philosophy, Nrs. 1rJilliams is
a woman who has a E,erson,£ (i.e", a self) which she presents
to all people, ineluding herself and believes this to be the
real Huth Williams. While she has undoubtedly been able to
exercise a great deal of conorol in the church, she has
e:xperienc
ed
resentment not totally veiled by some of tho people.
On the other side of <thiS polarity is e. sort of
pat riarc hal cone er-n, ev idenCsd in Mrs. Williams. She is a
mother in her own right but has been asserting a non-maternal
role in her effort to control the Sunday School and its
leaders. In a sense, she almost takes the role of Jocasta in
W
oman yet denying her maternal principles, and re-
being aplacing them with patriarchal principles. 'rhis must be very
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difficult to understand for those who have to deal with
her, The confused polarity within '[vIrs.. 'vJilliams might
create many fringe problems in a group like this.
APPENDIXE
IN'fERVIEW \'JI'rn EETIRING SUPH-{nrrENDENT, 1.Jffi.. STONE
Jill~UP~Y12, 1963--SATURDAY
li'ollovJing the election of a new Superintendent in
Decent>e r , many things began to occur wh Lch were cl as ely or
dist~mtly related to the problem-situation on which I Has
1rJorking ..
'I'he newly elected Superintendent spoke to me briefly
about his desire to discuss the future of the Sunday School
and to plan its progr8J11 for the coming year. No appointment
was made to effect this conversation unt I L the first Sunday
in January. At t hi-s time a meet lng of the superintendent and
the teachers was tentatively planned ..
The schedule was SOI1)3th.lrig like this:
January 6th--Stmday--Tentative Teachers l1eet:lng consid-
ered. Pastor schedules meeting with the new Super-
intendent and the retiring Superintendent on Tuesday,
January 8th, also a meeting with the 1961 Super'in-
tendent on Tuesday, January 8th, also a meeting \vith
the 1961 Superintendent one hour prior to the
January 8th meeting.
'I'he meeting at t he home of the Sunday School Superin-
tendent for 1961 is noted below.
:Nr .. stone and his wife wer-e both visited. \rJesat at
the kitchen table. I had a cup of coffee and cigar during
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the visit ..
I asked 1'1r. Stone for his view of t he mis'UIlderstand-
ing in Sunday Scb.ool which I understood had begun during the
spring of 1962.
1'1r. Stone said t nat }vlrs• Williams was this \-Jay in
everything she was in. II If she doesn I t get her way , s he gets
huf'fy." !lShe wants to be IT every t Lme;" "She wants to tell
ot hers wha t to do ..II
He said further that l~lrs.1l'Jilliams had not been happy,
he felt, because the Sunday School attendru~ce had been up for
the tl-lO year's he was Superintendent. She had been the super-
intendent the two previous year's and had not experienced a
noteworthy attendance.
"NOH, I thin.k a lot of Ivlre and TvIrs.!dilliams. They
get a lot of people attending the church, but she just likes
to run things her vmy..11
1'11".Stone said the specific problem Has that she felt
t her-e ought to be w1"itten reports OJ:' excuses turned in vJoon
the young people were absent while at.t e.nddng a church else-
1rJhepe. This written excuse would be c pedited to their
attendance record, enabling them to receive an honor pin r or
att endanc e ..
She had heard t bELt ~10nte was running arolmd the
countryside and not at t end.ln g c.hur ch like he had said he was.
ttBut,lt said lVlr. Stone, !II felt that I had to keep my
word. I had said that 1tJritten reports wore not necessa.ry.!1
l-'lre stone said later that; l'lont;e bad asked him if he
(the superintendent) believed him. H I said that if he said
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this w a s so, tha t was good enough .for mee I said I felt
that one had to trust others .for other-tcLse , vIe would get
nowhere ."
Hr. stone then added t hat Honte confessed that he had
been running around elsewhere, and had not been attending
church.
In this HI'.. Stone did not indicate a willingness to
give any credit to Mrs. Williams--"to say that she had been
right, or t bathe Has too gullible or offering too much
tempt ation for the young people. He said nothing to support
!1rs. 1".[illiams or admit that he was part Ly in t he wrong e
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COHlVlENTARY ON 'rBE VISIT vJI TH NR. SrONE
JANUARY 12, 1963
A brief impression from t be visit with Hr. stone
indicates tbat while he w a.s given a job of' authority in the
St1llday School, he appr-ecLabed his task with 8. fair amount
of blending of the patriarchal elements "tiith those of a
rratriarchal type. 'I'hi s is to say t hat his was a job of
rraLnbad.nIn g Law and order in the Sunday School. He was in
a posit ion to expect obedience and to require a sort of
hierarchy in the responsibilities of the Sunday school. At
the same time, however, he I-JaS seeking to hold to the
principle of' equality, fraternity and liberty in his work.
This showed up in greeting each SlUlday School member equally,
in respecting each person r-at be r- than choosing a favorite
son or discriminating against individuals and he allowed a
freedom of choice for Nonte, which had the salutary effect
of enabling Honbe to confess that he had been lying about
attending church elsewhere.
APP:2.rNDIXF
INTERVIE'v-JIrJITHNE\VLY-BLE;CrrEDSUPER DfTENDENT" HRS. I1ACK
JANUAHY 19, 1963
I spoke of the difficulty within the church w her-eLn
the mis undc r-st and.lng calm about.
I asked for comments as IVIrs. ]\1aclchad seen it. She
gave essentially the same information I already had.
Sbe bad inherited a system and a situation and, for
the most part, made the best of it ~vithout att;elUptj_ng too
much if any change. ('I'his UIlivillingness to tip the boat
suggests rigidity vlithin the commun.Lt.yand possibly on the
part of Mrs e Nack.)
I commented on my vis it wit h IVlrs. '~villiams to say that
I had vLsLbed be r- and tbatwe had discussed the value of seek-
ing the counsel of the chur ch elders (session) in such admin-
istrative matters. No personal remarks or views of' Nrs.
\1illiams were shared.
I spoke of the need for the superintendent to have a
Christian Education Comm.i.tbee to which he could t ur-n for his
aut.hor Ltiy and decisions. Also, I suggested the possibility
of tile us e of by-lavJS f'or the Sunday School.
A meeting of t he superintendent and teachers including
an elder (v.Jhois also a t.eac ner ) 1rJa.'J held in whi.cb the action
of t he Session was accepted, and a Christian Bducation Committee
was formed.
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At a meeting of the Session (eiders of the Church)
the need for a Christian Education Committee was discussed.
At this ti111e I spoke of the need to wcrk out our' a(:trninistra-
tive problems in har-mcny, Also, I spoke of -[;1:1eimpropriety
of bur-den ing the StUlday School Superintendent with decisions
of policy and administration. His decision appears as
arbitrary, since he is too only onevJi 11.i..ng to make them.
'I'he burden is not only this" but he get s criticism from those
who disagree ..
The Session approved the f'or"fi1ation of a committee II
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COl'JIJVIENTMlY ON 'I'ffii; VISI'l' 1;,TITH l1HS e r1liCK
JANUAHY 19, 1963
Hrs ~ lVIack'tJ8.S the Sunday School Superintendent; when
I first came to the church and had been doing a good job as
~Car as I could see. As she Has not a member of the church
(she has a Baptist backgr'o und ) she did not; vrant to use too
much LnLt Lat Lve in her Le ader-shfp ,
'l'he value of' thI s visit l'ITaS largely that of seeking
to respect the parties concerned, so that they would know
I Has aware of t he problems they were facing. AlSO, they
wou'I.d know that their corrmmnication to me was confidential.
This, I felt, was building up a reservoir of trust which
seemed fairly apparent to me as I moved about.
Generally, any assessment of dynamics resident in
IVlrs. Mack and family wou'l.dbe trlatthey are withdrawing
from responsibility.. This uncritical deference to the
aut hor-Lty resident in the church-school officers suggests
t.hat the ties to their parents have not been clearly
resolved.. Still the action of N:rs.. Hack is understandable
inasmuch as they are now members of the Paw pm'll" Church.
APPENDIX G
AN INCIDEliJrr ONAPRIL 21, 1963
On Sli...l'ldaymorning, April 7, an armounc.ement vms rnade
t.ha t a Stewardship and Promotion Heeting at the Hope Presby-
terian Church in Plainfield would be held Sunday a1.'ternoon,
April 21. I asked for volunteers to attend, and Hr. ~Villiams
and Hr.. Pullen said they wouLd go v-Jith their wives.
Sunday morning, April 21, this announcement was again
made and it was noted that these people Hould be attending ..
I gave Nr .. pullen t he announcement that had been sent to me
regarding the meeting.
Honday evening I went with ~1r.. liJilliams to a church
meet ing in Greencastle" On the way, Mr. 1!'Ji1liams said: !tWel1,
at Least we know we belong to this meeting ..II I looked at him
and asked hOHhe meant this ..
1,11' •• vIillia.ms said: llHell we were told we dLdn' t belong
at this meeting yesterday afternoon ..11
Reverend A.--What?
Hr.ItJ.--'fJe wer-e told we didn't belong over there at
Plainfield. That Has for Hendrick's County ..
Rev .. A.--~·Jho told you that?
Mr. W.--Rev. Bossel.
Rev .. A.--Well how did he happen to sayt:;hat?
Nr. W.--1,rJell, here's the way it was. \"[ewere sitting
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there and the minister of that church carne over and intro-
duced himself and after vie t aLked a little bit he asked me
if we were from Hendrick's Coun.ty. And I said, tiNa, we
were from Putnam County, 11 and t be Rever'end said" 11Well, this
is just for Hendriclcs councy ;" And I said, "11hen He don't
belong he re ..11 'I'he minister said, It well, I guess you could
say it that way, but you can stay as long as you're her-e,"
tve stayed for about; another half hour or so and then before
they ah.owed t he movie we left.
Rev. A..--I can tt un.der-atand that. Did you talk with
the Chairman of the Heeting?
Hr. W..--No. -vIe didn't talk with anyone else, vIe
figured t he minister Imew what he was talking aboub , Actually,
the minister talked to me, and I toLd Hr. pullen what he had
You know, He sate someone else over bhe r-e who had
Br.azil, Indiana on his tag, and we also saw someone from st.
_6\ndre\-J'sChurch in Indianapolis ..
Rev.. A. vIell, that sure gets me sore at the minister.
I fm pretty sure that was for the West side of Indianapolis,
and also the Presbytery doesn't operate by counties. I'Jell,
I'm going to ba ve to c all Rev. Bossel and find out just woo t
the s core is.
Tuesday night I called Mr. Auble, the chairman and
checked wi th him as to the scope of the meeting. It was for
the 'v'Jest side of Indianapolis cutting across several counties.
Reverend Bossel was next on my list and our phone
conversation went someth:ing like this.
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Rev. A.--Larry, this is Bob A.. I wanted to talk to
you about the meeting SLrrV_ay afternoon.
Rev. B.--Bob it's good to hear from you. I'm sorry
we missed you at the meeting.
Rev. A.--Did you see my people there?
Hev.. B.--I talked to them for awhile, but they left
early ..
Rev" A.,--vJell, they kind of got the idea that this
meeting was just for Heridr-Lc.k t s County ..
Hev
e
B.--I don't kncw how they would have gotten that
idea. Now I went over and talked with them about the Chain
of Missions letter I sent you ..
Hev.. A.--Do you remember pretty much what you said
to them?
Rev.. B..--Yes, I went over and talked with your Elder
and asked him if Rev , A.. had :rrentioned the Chain of Missions
Program to t he Session. The Elder said that you had ann_ounced
it t ha t morning at the church service. T,'Vetalked a little
bit about the program of Chain of IvIissions and I asked him
what County they Here from and he said, pu-iJnamCounty. I then
told them that they would not be involved in this as it was
£'01'" Hendrick's County ..
At t his point it became quit e clear what had happened
to cause a misunderstanding. Rev. B. apologized profusely
alt hough I told him t bat this was not his fault. I apologized
to Rev. B.,celllng him that I was gett:ing pretty sore at him
up until this time and with this clarification we said goodr-bye ..
-
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CRITICISIvI OF HY HANDLING OF' 'rHIS VISIT
In looking over the visit in retrospect, I see my-
self accepting "1;; he story of the ot he r- person as a "Whole
Cloth.!! rfhis is to say, that there is a need on my paz-b to
respond only to the feelings of the ot he r- person not giving
myself time to v er Lf'y t be accuracy of his story or experience.
'I'ho r-e is another thought here, and that is t ha t
l'1r10 valliams may unc onecf ously recognize the fabrication or
inaccuracy of his Lnt er-pr-etatLcn, If I accept this in-
accuracy in my conversation wi th him it is possible that he
would recognize my error of assumption, and thus be able to
re st comfortably in the a as ur anc e that I w as blind to his
deeper motivations ..
EVALUil'frON OF I,m ~ vHLLH\MS t CONVERSATION
In considering 11r.. \-Jilliams' readiness to misunder>-
stand it will be helpful to note two things. First of all,
in the early part of the parish dilemma it was noted that
Nr .. \Jilliams had assumed t hat during a S'Lmdayschool meeting
the young people had laughed at; his wife. On this i'otmdation
then he and his vvife quit attending Sunday School. A second
observation is bhLs, in a conversation with Hr. 'itJillia..'11sat
a Session Heeting he told me and the other elders how his
fat he r had slapped him ac r-oss the r ace WbBnhe was a young
man (about 17 or 18) because, his father said, he had addressed
one of the other farmers "Whowas older than Hr. l.oJilliams by
his first name rather than by his surname ..
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]VIr.iJ/illiams said t; ha t he never forgot it e It is my
feeling that Hr. Hilliams has never gotten over it and t hat
when anyone in authority speaks to him he expects to be hurt.
It would seem t hat 11r. ~villiams' readiness to 00
rejected by authority has generalized in that even uhen his
1,vife speaks and others laugh he assumes insult and rejection
and so cannot tolerate this ..
An uncomfortable thought is this: here is an officer
who readily accepts an assignment, even volunteering for it,
and before the assignment has been completed he Halks out
saying liThe other person said, we donlt belong ne r-e," This
is unc omf'or-tab l,e in that 1"11"e Williams does not credit his
Pastor' vll,t h ha vLng steered him correctly r-e garding the meet-
ing. He readily accepts the a ut hor-Lty of the Host Pastor,
but does not; seek to verify with the Host Pastor or chairman
of the rreebLng his own interpretation.
I find myself asking, does Hr'e \nlliams respond Hith
a II II t !1 II?, yes 0 a request when he really means no .
It seems to me t ha t it is necessary at this point to
converse with :Hr.. Hilliams in order to verify t he above
evaluation. This would have to be done in such 8. way as to
recognize the possLbLe spectre of authority which he has
apparently invested in our' relationship.
TliE HY~[1HOli' OEDIPUS H:2X
(8:i.e;mvndF'reuc1)
I am r-ef er-r-Lnrrto the legend of King Oedipus and the
Oedipus Hex of Sopho~les ~ Oedipus, the s on of LaLus , k::'Lng
of Thebes, and Jocasta, the l~tiBen, is exposed as a suckling
because an oracle had informed the fa ther ~brlt his son, wh~'
W8.S still unborn, 1<-J'01Jld be his mur-der or-, He is rescued and
gr-ows up as a king' s son at a foreign court urrt L'l, being
unce r-ta.Ln of his origin, he, too, consults the oracle and
is warned to avoid his native place, for he is destined to
become the murderer of his ta ther and t he husband of hi.s
mother. On the r-oad leading away from his supposed horne
he rreets King La.Lua and in a sudden quarrel strikes him
dead A He comes to Thebes where he solves a riddle of the
Sphinx, who is barring the 'VJayto the city, whereupon he is
elected king by the grateful 'l'he ban s and is l'evmrded loJith
the hand of Jocasta. He reigns i'or many years in peace and
honour and begets tir-JOsons and tHO daughters upon his un-
known mother, until at last. a plague breaks out Hhich causes
the Thebans to consult the oracle anew.. Here Sophocles'
tragedy begins.. 'I'he messenger's bring the reply that the
plague Hill stop as soon as the murderer of Laius is driven
f'r-om the country. But where is he? llWhere shall he be
.found,. Paint, and hard to be known, the trace of' the ancient
guilt?ll
'I'he action of the play consists s Lmp Ly in the dis-
cLoaur-e , approached step by st,ep and artistically delayed
(and c ~YrlI?arableto the VJ o~k o~ a psy?hoan~lyst) that Oedi
hJ.msel1 1.S the murderer of La1.U8, and t ha t he is the son ~~s
the murdered man and Jocasta" Shocked by the abominable
crime which he has um.vittingly committ.e d, Oedipus blinds h
self, and departs 1'r'o111his native city. The prophecy of t~m-
oracle has been fulfilled.. _e
In the very text 01' Sophocles! tragedy 'chere i
unmistakeable reference to the fact that t he Oedipus L an
had its source in dream-material of irrrrnemorial antiql.~gend
content of w h.ich w as the pain1'ul disturbance 01' the l~,y, the
relations to its parents caused by the first impuls c lId's
sexuality. Jocasta comforts Oedipus--VJbo is not ye~S of,
eried , but is troubled by t he recollection of the ., enlJ..ght_oracle __by
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an al.lusion to a dream which Ls often dreamed though it
cannot, in her opinion, mean anything:--
IIPor many a man hath seen himself in drea.m
s
HiS mother'S mate, but he who gives no heed
To suchlike matters bears the easier life."
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(Interpr'etation of Dreams,.Trans. A~ A. Brill, pp. 160-162)
APPENDDC J
nrTERVllEtr! ~vrTH 1vILLIAH ANDERSON AND FAI1IIX
JAIQUARY18" 1964- (SATURDAY)
This vm.s a .fairly warm sunny day. It was about
2:00 P.M .. wheri I stopped by the farm home. Mr. Anderson
wa s working on his tractor and a neighbor was assisting.
1vIr'3. Anderson answered t he door.. A teen-age daught er was
present.
After some brief r-emar-ks and pleasantries, I inquired
about their not attending church. for some time. (This was
over a year and a half) ..
Brs. Anderson was S omet-.Jhat surprised that I
inquired
but it ~vasn't too shocking and before I knew it, she was
pour Lng over a great many of her feelings about the church,
its moaning to them and the church members and how much these
mean t to them.
Mrs. Anderson spoke feelingly and ~dth some elements
akin to nostalgia and grief over their absenting themselves
from t be church for t be ae many montns • She spoke free ly in
her d.aughter's presence and my reaction was that the parents
shared t heir feelings and Christian philosophy with their
children.
ItThe Pa1rJPaw Church means a great deal to us. '\tIe had
visited at other churches nearby, but vJ8 liked the people
III
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here and we enjoyed being able to 1tJorship at their church.
But you know they had some disagreements and we were beLn«b
asked to take sides .vvell, He just liked people on both
sides.. So rather than try to take any sides we just stopped
going there ..II
Paster: I'm not clear on how you mean it-_Ilthey wanted
yOll to -take sides ..H l'1rs. Anderson continued: II Somewould
come up to us and tell us how they t'e Lt , and how the others
felt who disagreed 1tJith them.
the ot he 1"'8 "",louldcome and tell
1iVe listened and then later,
us their side of the story.
'de felt then that t he others Here looking at us as though He
were now siding against them. It was just too much.
ll
Names Here not mentioned, howevor, it Has fairly clear
tendent and one of t be very dominant Homen teachers and it
that this involved the sunday School leadership, the Superin-
was in part over t he use of attendance pins"
Later this afternoon 111"'.. Anderson came in and told
essentially the same account.. His attitude and feelings were
identical with those of his wife. He made this one state-
ment: "Ther'e hasn't been one Sunday pass that He haven't
talked about the paH Pml Church,,1t Hr .. Anderson concluded by
saying: HTdell, I Imowwe should be going to churc h espec ially
for the children. I'll tell you what, HeV., we'll come back
for your sake.1t
I didn't really want this motivation. I spoke then of
vJhat I felt a church ought to be for its people.
pastor: \II£' I were a member in the church, I'd want
my children to go, so that when problems or decisions come
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up I could say to them, 'This is why 'He go to church
w
•
1I
1tle
learn how we can live together as Christians and how
Chr'istians solve their problems and disagreements.
As I prepared to leave, I mentioned that the Sacra-
ment of the Lord's Supper would be observed this sunday and
that the following sunday was the Annual Neeting.
The Anderson family did not attend either of these
t~ifO weeks.
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CmnV[ENTARY ON r::HE VISIT \"JITH l1R. ANDERSON
JANUARY 18, 1964.
1'1r. Anderson is in t he trucking bus me 58 and. is
corrtLnua.L'l.yurr-estLdrig with management-employee Union pr-ob-
Lerns, As I talked with Hr. Anderson and his wife, it be-
came apparent that he 'VJaS looking for that "ce Loved community"
and not to be poetic or facetious, but he Has truly looking
l'ort;hat Heity not made -vJith hands, eternal in the heavens."
It is my feeling that he has a legitimate goal here and it
was cleat' that he didn r t find. the "beLoved communf.ty '' that
he looked fo r-, However, it is appa r errt that his own concept
of the church and of faith is quite unrealistic.
TJIreAnderson was and is still looking for the church
as a Ilbeloved community, i! though on his terms. He cannot
see this as a spiritual struggle Hithin t he lives of' people
facing every day problems. In a sense, it would appear that
his faith is that expressed by the church fifty or so years
ago, in Vlhich one is expected to deny this life and anticipate
the blis s of t be next life.
1'M faith of 11r. Anderson and his family has to be
judged as statiC, unfruitful and infantile. A childlike
faith as espoused by Jesus could be expected to embrace the
elements of trust and of initiative and cur:i.osity, and these
seem to be lacking in the faith expressed byche Anderson
fam:i.ly. There is no trust tbat with God's help, problems can
be resolved. At this point there is only fliGht from pr ob-
Lems, 'I'he r-e is no initiative or curiosity ItJ'hichwould enable
the Ander-son family to t ake courage and face the difficulties
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and grow in their own faith with a healthy cur Lo a Ltry that
vrou.Ld transcend t heir childlike acceptance of whaf church
authorities have told us or taught them in their earlier
year's .,
In summary, human goals do not seem to fit in with
his chur ch relationship.. He separates his church from the
reality of people and their foibles. This may suggest that
I'll" .. Anderson does not live with himself too easily since his
"JO rk is definitely mundarie , It 1tJould be my guess that he
uses his church life as a split-off' or dichotomy apart from
his daily life. It is not a satis:factory solution and his
f'r-ust.r-abLon impels him to attend anot her- church (f'or his
children's sake, iec .. they lmovJ'some of the young people in
the other cnur cn) ,
Divine goals, incre light of the above thoughts,
are likely to bG unrealistic, a seeking for a maternal-giving
and sheltering group that demands no obedience or duty.
APP.2NDIX K
A LET11r~H F~OI'1 lJIHS. WILLIA1'1S
AUGUS'r 26, 1961.1-
pIr .. Ale:;:ander,
Tom and I suddenly decided to t ake a trip West and
be r-e we are. But I have given considerable thought to you!'
last Session meeting or at least the pa r-t; I heard. And
the r e are a feloJ things I should like to add to the part of
Aid Sec. r-e por-b I read to you and to which you "V>10uldsay
nothing e
The Aid had long t a.Lked t be chilli s upper for build-
ing fund money, but Mrs , Shedd p r'e f'e r-r-ed one group to take
charge of it.. L1..1OYoff"ared herself and class to do this and
at no time Has it suggested Lhab the money was to be theirs
rior do I feel toot you 8nc1l'1r. Stone and 11rs. South have the
l~ight to say anyt h.ing about it.. It "Jas not to be S.. S.
money. Never mentioned.
Lucy did stand up in S.. S.. and when asked if the money
was to go to the building fund, s he ac Imow.Ledged ttlElt it was.
You, your seLf", s hould have heard that , Others did.
As for putting the money in Hay IS handt:;o cather
interest, evoryone knows he has kept for some time the build-
ing rm~d in a checking account.
vV'henTom sugge st ed putb Lng the remainder of building
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fund money on to OUf' debt you all three sat like bumps on a
log nor did you agree. i;Jb.y diem! tYou?
VJasn't his cue-o
J HI". ~tono!sg03tion as gooa as - ~
t hat; Lucy have charge of
money that was not hers '?
Also Hhen IVlr. stone br'ought up S. S. class changes,
you jUlnped right in and agreed Hith the statement "smc e
Hr. 5t one had been appointed,;. Superintendent he could go
right ahead.11 I might remind you--you have aLway s said the
Session vIas over the S.. S.. but you gave 'l'om no chance to say
anything-~of course you know he disagreed -vJlth Hhat T1r. Stone
Hants to do and tb...at shut off discussion.
I 1rJould lil{e to suggest you go talk to :2 .. Shedd"
E.. Hills, C• Eberts and P..t:vJing about remainder of chili
supper money, they are the ones concerned not you nor' Mr..
Stono. I can im8.gine even Lucy Imows the truth.
110vI t na t I have this out of my system, pe r-hap s I can
enjoy the rest of my trip., But please remember if you stick
by wba t you did Ses s ion ni te--you are start iug a Ue11'Jprecedent
that; can sure hurt the Aid and VIl.lat little church you have.
Rut h ~Ulliams
---_
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COlvjHENTAHYON A LI:~'_rrl'EHPIlOT/[ T1ES. 'vJILLIAMS
ATJGU:-jT 26, 196L~
This letter is in part a sort of confession for Mrs.
I,)illiams e
This is apparent in both the 1'i1"8(;and last;
paragraphs.
At our last session meeting, JltIrs.,\rJilliams listened
in H it nout our lm.oHing that she Has list ening Ln, Later,
after t he meet ing was over and w e were having coffee, she
be gan to com.ment on the concerns of the meeting 1tJhich are
noted in this letter.. A cursory glance at the letter makes
it apparent that lVlrs.. Hilliams is concerned again wit.h law
and order. It is apparent in t he letter' and was apparent at
the meeting that for her the matters of fraternity and liberty
are unimportant.. 'rhis is to say that while the other people
in the church were able to transcend the strict interpreta_
tion of parliamentary law in or-de r to arrive at an agreeable
solution to the use of the monies, Nrs. 1';ri11iams and her
husband wer-e unable to concern themselves Nith the happier
solution, seeing it as a nebulous kind of order ruther than
a clear conf'ormity to parliamentary procedure.
The Chili Supper sponsol"ed by Lucy I s class was a
:family a:f1'air typical o f' other decisions and planning. No
records we r-e kept and no decis ions were written. There was
simply a bull-dogged determination to have this Supper to raise
money :for the Building Fund. The class was to indicate Whore
they warrt ed it spent, but; it still all went into the same 'pot.
The Se s s ion and I i' elt it wa s not incumbent up on us to tamper
vlith it, and we didn't.
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